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Suggestions for
Physical Education

in the 1970s
JOSE M. CAGIGAL

National Institute of Physical Educati

Conceptual and Professional Problems

Director
and Sports

adrid, Spain

To confine our reflections to concrete points, we should
become aware of some conceptual and professional problems.

The Meaning of Physical Education. The first problem
lies in finding ways to limit the term physical education and to
synthesize the ways in which it is understood in different coun-
tries and cultural areas. Although the words are translated
identically, they are not understood in the same way in the
American cultural area as in the various countries of Western
Europe. The countries of Eastern Europe speak more of phys-
ical culture or bodily culture than of physical education. Even
in the case of disciplines which are included in the physical
education concept, we find discrepancies in the way entities
like gymnastics are understood in the United States and in
Europe. Expressions of such particular meaning as the
English gymnastics, the Spanish gimnasia educativa, the
French education psychocinetique, the German leibeserziehung
or gymnastik, are like a window which shows us the extensive
series of problems which this terminological Babel poses.
For some people, physical education and sport are related
terms and partly syncnymous. For others, nurtured in a
stricter gymnastic tradition, physical education is something
essentially different from sport.

7
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The different conceptions of physical education through-out the world challenge us to incorporate everything of valuethat can be taken from each conception. A legitimate startingpoint is to go to the meaning of the terms themselves. Physi-cal education is a .y type of education that pays special attentionto human physical capacities. It i. not simply the education ofthe organism or the locomotor apparatus. The permanent ob-ject and subject of education is the human being; a part of theindividual can never be educated; it can only be trained. Edu-cation acts upon the individual as such, and to achieve this,
use may be made of the training of parts.

The object of physical education is man, with his physi-cal possibilities of action and expression. The human organiccomplex, by itself, does not seem to be a specific object of
physical education, but rather of physiology or biology. Phys-ical education should concern itself with man and his physicalcapacity and expression. Consequently, it tends fundamentally
(though not exclusively) toward man in motion. Naturally,physical education should also be concerned with the quest fora generally healthy organic condition, independent of exerciseor effort, but here physical education becomes confused withhygiene, preventive medicine, etc. The situation of man asthe subject of physical education materializes in movement,
organic effort, and, generally, when exclusively concerned
with achieving a good organic-condition. Physical educationuses as its human instrument, man himself, in motion or in asituation of effort. The science of physical education mightalmost coincide with a science of man in motion. For thisreason, the term kinanthropology, proposed by the Institute ofPhysical Education of the University of Li 4e, seems extremelyappropriate.

Status of Physical Education. The evolution of thisbranch of education has been influenced in different ways bythe contemporary history of each country or cultural area. Insome places, physical education is accepted as an importanteducational entity. The teams of specialists are looked uponwith the same esteem as teachers of traditional subjects. Onthe other hand, in other areas, physical education is under-valued in comparison with other disciplihes; its teaching struc-ture potentials are undeveloped.
Another fairly general problem is the discrepancy be-

tween the role that is assigned to the physical education teacherby society in most countries and the sense that the teacher hasof himself.
Professional Preparation. Some universities have adoctoral program in physical education specifically; others

offer doctorates in philosophy, education, and sciencesnot
specifically concerned with physical education, but includingstudies, practical experience, and research carried out infaculties or institutes. Other institutions have higher
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qualifications which, however, do not fit into the rigorous
academic terminology such as teacher of physical education
which exists in so many countries, and minor qualifications,
such as instructors, or monitors. We find the most varied

. range of instruction, requirements, and educational levels in
the institutions created to train teaching staff.

Physical Education and Related Subjects

To this variety and inconsistency must be added another
problem which is on the increasethe progressive accumula-
tion of subjects and disciplines. This accumulation is found
especially in institutions where physical education teachers
are trained at the university level.

Nobody questions the importance of the sciences related
to biology, such as anatomy, or physiology as parts of a com-
petent physical education. They are, indeed, the disciplines
of traditional prestige in physical education. On the other
hand, the significance of a proper physical education including
the pedagogic sciences in general, and the sciences of human
behavior, like psychology, is becoming more and more recog-
nized. The educational function of the physical instructor
requires a cultural and humanistic conception of his training.
The knowledge, and above all the humanistic outlook of the
future teacher of physical education are considered more and
more important. For this reason, subjects such as philosophy,
anthropology, history, and art are being incorporated into the
curriculum. Sociology and its va.i'ous aspects and techniques
are becoming increasingly indib,ensable.

To this broad panorama should be added certain sciences
peculiar to physical education, such as biomechanics (which
some people tend to specify as anthropo-bio-mechanics). On
the other hand, it is becoming increasingly necessary to have
some knowledge of certain auxiliary sciences which, because
of their importance in work efficiency, become conditioning
sciences. These are the sciences related to cybernetics,
electronics, etc. Together with all this, there is the varied
world of sporting techniques, whose identification with physi-
cal education is becoming obvious. The flood of disciplines
which accumulates in the curriculum of the modern physical
education specialist creates problems difficult to solve. These
problems include the dispersion of knowledge, lack of depth
through the excessive breadth of studies, the interference of
the physical education specialist in other scientific fields (with
the consequent mistrust of other specialists), and the increase
in the length of study time.

9



The Need for Professional Unity

It is urgent to bring all efforts together, and exchange
opinions to harmonize the objectives of physical education.
We must attain, as far as possible, a certain homogeneity of
organization and action. To achieve this, the first step shouldbe taken at the level of the theory of science. We must fix the
specific obiectum formale of this applied science which we
term physical education, if it exists, and at the same time de-limit its scientific. subject matter (corpus) and its methodology.
If we succeed in fixing these realities in some way, we shallbe able to speak of short and long term objectives and of mak-ing programseven taking into account the diversity of situa-tions which will condition the realization of such programs ineach country. One would have to respect the rich variety ,..i
nuances and concrete objectives imposed by such a diversityof conditioning factor,. This variety must never be the resultof a confusion of principle, or of a basic failure to understand
the science that must form the backbone of our task.

Defining Physical Education

An applied science should be defined fundamentally bythe objectives to which it is to be applied. If we review thework that is being carried out today by the specialists in phys-
ical education (with their various qualifications) we find a widevariety of functions:

1. Participation in teaching at various level:
2. Physical instruc'on in top competitive sports
3. Collaboiation in thv inaintenance and improvement

of physical condition in sports clubs
4. Physical preparation and training for certain special-

ized jobs (gymnastics for the working populace)
5. Physiotherapy for the disabled
6. Education and integration of the abnormal
7. Rehabilitation in general
8. Maintenance of good physical condition in adults

(voluntary gymnastics, etc.) ,
9. Organization of social sporting activities.

If we were to try to determine the essential constitutive
factors of physical education in direct ratio to their concrete
objectives, we would find ourselves with not one, but several
physical educations. There is not only a great difference be-tween the purposes of physical exercises for a primary schoolpupil and a sports champion, but also a disparity of procedure.
For this reason, if we believe in a united physical education,
we cannot define it directly by its various tasks, but rather wemust look for some common factor ;n all these tasks.

10



But if we analyze the essential behavior that underlieseach of these different tasks, we will find human movement
as the common denominator. Human movement serves as theaxis of all the tasks that come into play in attaining any of the
objectives previously mentionedschool education, physical
sports training, rehabilitation, etc. There is something com-
mon, central, axial, to all these taskshuman movement. Weshall be able to speak of a unified physical education if we base
it on human movement. The scientific part of physical educa-tion could be termed kinanthropology. Physical education
would be the application of this science within the area of
applied educational sciences.

Kinanthropology and Related Sciences. Is it feasible,
scientifically, to delimit this kinanthropology from othersciences?

Man in movement establishes a new realityhimself
under special conditions. Effort and organic work place him
between new coordinates. New homeostatic situations are tobe sought and new capabilities adapted to the efforts required
by various styles and necessities of movement. Thus, together
with a type of physiology which takes normal man at rest as itsstarting point, kinanthropology opens out on to a specific kind
of physiology which could be called the physiology of exercise
or physiology of effort. The same thing happens with tradi-
tional biological sciences such as biology, anatomy, physiology,
and their many offshoots, all of which enter the frame of refer-
ence of kinanthropology from a new point of viewmovementand effort. At the center of this new evaluation of biology isbiomechanics which, in the new perspective of kinanthropology,
becomes the specific center of the biological sciences and, in
a way, the objective towards which the traditional biologicalsciences tend. Biochemistry, cybernetics, and molecular
biology continue to have great importance as auxiliary and in-
strumental sciences, but with growing methodological impor-tance.

The other great field of study of man in motion is the so-
called, humanistic body of sciences (humanistic here is given
wide cultural meaning and pedagogic reference). Psychology,philosophy, pedagogics, sociology, history, and anthropology
even art, law, and politicscontribute themes directly relevantto the phenomenon of man expressing himself in movement.
The cultural habits, fashions, and institutions that man creates
by expressing himself in movement may become the directob:ect of our specific science.

Necessary Movement and Free Movement

The myriad ways of achieving the objectives that manseeks to attain through his movements can be polarized into
two great modes, distinguished mainly by the frame of mind in
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which he sets about them. The first mode includes obligatory,necessary, utilitarian movements; the second includes spon-taneous, free, disinterested movements. In the first area, theentire anthropological history of war and work can be situated;in the second, actions which show the work of the human spiritcan be included. Kinanthropology aims directly at the secondarea.
Dance and Sport. In the second mode, spontaneous humanexpression through movement, there arise two essential anthro-pological realitiesdance and physical agonistic play (laterunderstood as sport). These two are, consequently, the cul-tural forms which will channel, polarize, and in some wayspecify hdmanistic sciences in such a way that they can becomethe specific object of kinanthropology. Dance and sport arethe two great modes in which man has culturally expressed him-self in a primary manifestation of movement. Kinanthropology(the scientific version of our theme) and physical education (thepedagogic version) must have dance and sport as central objectsof cultural investigation. The dance, because of a series ofhistorical conditioning factors, has passed into cultural areasfar removed from modern conceptions of physical education.It is no easy task to break already hardened molds and claimfor our scientific field this important mode of human expres-sion through movements. However, for the purpose of thesereflections, which should deal with existing situations, let usdispense with the dance.

Gymnastics and Sport. It is impossible to ignore theimportant role played by gymnastic movements in modernphysical education and the great conditioning effect and inter-connection which exist between the institutions of physical edu-cation and gymnastics. For this reason, we must add gymnas-tics in all its forms as a spontaneous mode of human expressionand as an important contribution to the study of movement. Inthis way, then, excluding dance, the two prisms whose influ-ence and transformation the anthropologico-humanistic sciencesmust accept in order to have specific application to our disci-pline are sport (ludo-competitive exercise) and gymnastics (thesum of analytic methods and techniques of movement). Weshall find, then, as anthropologico-humanistic sciences peculiarto our task, the psychology of sport, the psychology of compe-tition, the sociology of sport, the dynamics of sporting groups,the pedagogics of sport, the history of physical education andsport, and, entering the anthropologico-philosophical realm,the idea of homo ludens (homo agonisticus or anthropos agonis-tikos). In a sociological orientation of top-level competitivesport, the modern homo faber-competitivus is found, as wellas the suggestive field of aesthetic bodily training, of motortraining in general, and finally, any of the sciences concernedwith the explanation, in human terms, of any form of sport(basketball, football, swimming, athletics, tennis, etc. ).
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The research areas opened up by various sporting and
gymnastic techniques would form a group apart. However,
these fields, generally directed toward top-level sporting per-
formance and progreQsive stylistic requirements, come to
delimit and almost coincide with the biomechanical and bio-
chemical fields of study. Looked at in other ways, they belong
to the realm of psychology.

lostrumental Sciences

Naturally, the perfection of any instrument contributes
to the improvement of sport, and, in our case, of research and
science. For this reason, one can accept physical education
into scientific fields which, considered through kinanthropology,
may serve as instrumental scienceseven if they are consid-
ered fully autonomous sciences in their own area. Within this
group may be considered the wide range of cybernetics and
derived sciences, including information theory, 131 nics, etc.,
with their peculiar characteristics. Any investigation into the
psychology of effort, biomechanics, etc. , requires the collec-
tion of data, correlations, mathematical operationswhich
require more and more contributions from the above-mentioned
sciences.

Let us likewise accept, in this capacity as auxiliary
sciences, radiology, the wide field of electronics, photochemis-
try, and in general, any kind of science based on technical and
instrumental improvement.

Research in all these fields, which more or less directly
apply to the subjects constituting physical education, can be
enormously useful, providing that their status as instruments
is not forgotten.

Relationships of Instrumental Sciences. We have thus
delimited four important scientific areas. Two of them (areas
B and C in the diagram on page 14) are special to kinanthropol-
ogy. Area A assembles the two great groups of sciences which
can, in a sense, be considered as the progenitors of our kinan-
thropology (or physical education) since they are the ones that
study man from two more or less clearly defined attitudes or
positionsthe biological and the humanistic positions. Area B
constitutes our specific science and specifically maintains the
dichotomy of the biological and humanistic groups as derived
from their mother sciences. Area C first relates the specific
fields of our science to the direct forms of human movement
principally sportand second, to the modern gymnastic tradi-
tion. An enormous variety of research fields can be found as a
result of the great diversity of sporting and gymnastic modes
and techniques. A strict logic of anthropological rigor, not
afraid to transcend set patterns, stereotypes, and artificial
traditions, would demand the inclusion of dance, with its vari-
ous aspects and derivations.

13



Area A

Anatomy
Physiology
Biochemist ry
Muscular Biology
Etc.

Man in
Movement

Area B

Applied Functional Anatomy
Physiology of Exercise
Biomechanic s
Kine siology
Moto r -t raining

Area C

Area D

Psychology
Pedagogics
Sociology
History
Philosophy
Anthropology
Etc.

v

Psychology of Agonistic
Psychology of Sport
Pedagogics of Sport
P. dagogics of Free Movement
Sociology of Sport
History of Physical Education

and Sport
Homo Ludens
Homo Certans Agonisticus
(Anthropos Agonistikos)
Etc.

Kinanthropology
Physical-sports Education

Sport
Dance (?)
Gymnastics

Instrumental Sciences

Closely related:

Cybernetics
Information Theory
Bionics
Electronics
Photochemistry
Etc.

Sports Medicine
Preventive Hygiene
Psychopathology of Competition
Etc.
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II

Scientific disciplines which group around sports medicine,
are sometimes so close to the field of kinanthropology in itsbiological aspects, that very often the two are almost impossi-
ble to demarcate. However, the. are not, strictly speaking,
kinanthropology since they study loan from the point of view of
pathology, or disorders in his physical performance, or in theprevention of such pathological symptoms or disorders. Pre-ventive hygiene, the varied world of orthopaedic prophylaxis,
the psychopathology of competition, even corrective gymnas-tics, and other related.disciplines occupy the area we couldcall closely related sciences.

The difference between areas A and B is human move-ment, as we have defined it. But the existence of a physiologyof effort or exercise may also have reference to exercise oreffort in obligatory work. The factor that differentiates area Bfrom area A is human mov. -rent as it appears in the gambit ofarea C, that is, spontaneous free movement with all its socio-
logical, anthropological, and cultural consequences. Accord-
ingly, the physiology of exercise carried out in the labor fieldis not an appropriate scientific subject for our kinanthropology.

Becoming a Science

This definition of the scientific characteristics of kinan-thropology, which gives rise to physical education as a specificapplied science, can free us from the series of errors causedby its varied practical objectives. The techniques applicable
to a physical education class and the training of an important
ati.1ete are indeed very different. But both are based on spon-taneous human movement. This distinctive characteristic
delimits the proper basis of all these tasks, and groups themall around a proper formal objectthe principle of a scientificdelimitation. From now on vie can speak of a unified physical
education, even if it has a plurality of applications.

A second step toward becoming a science includes thedescription of its scientific subject-matter (corpus). It is asuggestive task, and I am convinced it would be successful ifone were to start from the object - specific ation that we haveestablished. However, it is an arduous task which by farexceeds the limits of these suggestions, and I pass it on to thespecialist.
Specific methodology is a more problematic affair. Inthe classical theory of science, one of the indispensable condi-

tions in becoming a science was to have a specific method.
Such a thesis is doubtless valid in any kind of science formedas a result of the demands of specialization. One cannot speakof a new science until it has a clearly defined method of its ownt.) distinguish it from other related sciences. But our case isirksomely singular. Physical education is not an offsh ofscience; it is the convergence of more or less similar tasks

15
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which have arisen in different human fields of activity and whichpopular intuition have gradually grouped under a single common
heading. Some have called it a transversal science, because itshares the problems of other very different, solidly established
sciences without being really identified with them. Physicaleducation has a lot to do with anatomy, physiology, pedagogics,
psychology, sociology, etc., but it is not, properly speaking,any of them. It can be differentiated from them perfectly by itsobject. But can it equally be said that it has a homogeneous
method, different from each one of them? This is much moredifficult to assert; physical education shares physiological
methods in physiological problems; in sociological problemsand research, it uses a sociological method. Should we, inview of this, assert that it is not a science, or that it is notbased on a specific science (kinanthropology)? The volume ofits scientific subject-matter (corpus) is enormous. We wouldhave to accept the suggestions of those philosophers of sciencewho say that some of the criteria upon which the traditional
theory of science is based should be revised. There may beinterest in the suggestion that one could adequately accord the
status of a science to any body of knowledge with its own objectwhich, even if it cannot offer a strict methodology, presents animportant and clearly defined fundamental scientific problem.
Human Movement in Educational Context

The characterization of man in movement as the distinc-tive mark of our science, and, consequently, as the startingpoint for our pedagogic action may seem a truism, and in a way,it is. There are, however, people who dispute it. Sometimesthe most obvious truths need to be demonstrated. This clarifi-cation allows us to approach the many tasks confronting us,reply to the growing demands in our field, and understand thecomplex implications with a certain unity of criteria. The dis-parity of conditions under which physical education develops andgrows in the world matters less when one has a common start-ing point and frame of reference that can be utilized in anyrestructuring and planning.
Man in movement can be considered on all levels, fromthe atomistic and the anatomico-physiological level, to the

complete personality level, and even the socio - historico-cultural level. Kinanthropology must be alive to these divers eentities. Consequently, the applied educational angle of thisscience has an enormous range of possibilities of action andinstruments for its utilization.
Concentrating now on the educational projection of-oursciencethe practical side of physical educationwe shouldremember the general scheme of problems in education:
1. What are the aims and objectives of education?2. For what sort of social order are we to educate?

16
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3. What is contained in education?
4. What are the methods and instruments for implement-

ing such a content?
The answer to the first question rests on a philosophy of

life. The answer to the second depends upon a socio-political
conception. The third and fourth questions are corollaries of
the first two.

Different and even contradictory philosophical and social
ideas coincide in the belief that education helps the individual
to develop his personal abilities and integrates him into society.
We likewise agree that the importance of all this lies in the
development and use of personal freedom.

If we therefore want to offer suitable suggestions for
different philosophies of life or socio-political convictions, we
must confine our thoughts to the universal facts and character-
istics of our time. To help the individual confront these uni-
versal realities we must prepare him for later lifewe must
educate him.

Physical education, the applied science of kinanthropol-
ogy, is the process of helping the individual properly to
develop his personal potential and his possibilities of social
relationships, with special reference to his physical capacities
of movement and expression.

There is an increasing number of channels for physical
expression which give new meaning to human physical movement.

The Human Consequences of Leisure and an
Industrialized Society

In the first place, we refer to the advent of leisure. In
the second place, we refer to the complex environment of an
industrialized society which can be defined by such descriptive
phrases as consumer society, mass society, standardized liv-
ing, alienation.

Let us continue our reflections at a socio-anthropological
level; from these reflections one may draw whatever scholastic
conclusions one feels are suitable.

Leisure. Let us define leisure, remembering that it is
everything that is not:

1. one's pro-Te-ssional occupation
2. obligatory work
3. occupations to supplement one's income
4. family responsibility
5. an unavoidable domestic occupation
6. a necessary act of self-preservation (food, sleep,

personal cleanliness, etc.)
7. social or family ceremony established and accepted.
It seems as if the whole of life were contained in leisure!

Indeed, practically all human activities can become leisure.
But for them to do so, they must start from a certain attitude.

17



This leisured state of mind, which if it were not for the tradi-tional pejorative implication, we should call idle, is whatconstitutes the content of the noun leisure.In this century, the dictionaries are beginning to acceptthe modern active definition of leisure. Leisure may be thestate of doing nothing or simply resting; it may also be anytype of activity that is carried out with enjoyment as its pur-pose. It is this second type of leisure that is meant by thefelicitous and suggestive expression, "the leisure society."H. Kahn and A. J. Wiener, in their suggestive, and not
at all capricious work; The Year 2000, make the followingpredictions for the year 2000 in post-industrial societies.There will be:

1. 7.5 working hours a day2. 4 working days a week (3-day weekends)3. 39 workweeks per year4. 10 official holidays5. 13 holiday weeks per year6. 147 working days and 218 days of rest per year.They also project that, in a society oriented towardsleisure, time may be distributed in the following way:40% of days in one's principal occupation40% of days in a supplementary or leisure occupation20% (i.e., more than 1 day a week) without any occupa-tion, that is, simply resting."It would be possible to devote oneself to a supplemetoccupation just as fully as to one's main job, and there wreven be time to satisfy other ends. "1To these data must be added the reduction in one's work-ing years through earlier retirement. With all this, man willcome to spend
approximately half his life in leisure, and theother half will be divided among years of study, apprenticeship,and working. Only a third of this time will consist of workingdays.

Not all sociologists agree with this prediction, but ingeneral, the current trends are substantiating these predictionsof increasing leisure.
New Role for the Physical Education Specialist. In atime that is becoming increasingly sedentary, physical exer-cise can be seen as the great human reflex which restores theequilibrium. Within man's leisure occupations physical move-ment will be an increasingly urgent need, and consequently, agrowing task and an increasingly important role for the physi-cal education specialist.

Any concrete formulas to answer this need would betechnical matters outside the scope of this study. Physical1H. Kahn and A. J. Wiener, The Year 2000. A FrameworkFor Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years. (New York:Macmillan Co., 1967).
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education is primarily an educational task, therefore it has a
lot to do with the school world. But if we observe its present
structures in many countries, we shall see that one of the
obstacles that most hinders its progress is its excessive status
as a school subject. Physical education is not merely a school
subject; it is one of the general aspects of education, and it
gives its attention to the way man behaves in his first dialogue
with the worldthrough his physical capacities within the coor-
dinates of space and time. It was a great triumph to succeed
in introducing the subject of physical education into the hyper-
intellectualized school curriculaespecially within traditional
Western culture. However, physical education has much more
to offer, and it would be a pity to get bogged down in these
achievements without being able to create new structures.

Physical education, without losing its highly important
influence in schools, must give its attention to and inspire
sociological achievements, such as holiday camps, young
people's exchange visits, homes for the retired, clubs for
leisure time, etc.

Problems in Industrialized Societies. The descriptive
phrases, such as industrialization, mechanization, mass
society, standardization, etc., are highly symptomatic of our
time and sug.best a breadth of horizons for the new society.
They open new perspectives and set up new structures. In the
midst of all this is man who will not only reap the benefits, but
also pay a price for it all.

For example, science and industrial efficiency have ad-
vanced enormously through specialization; but these advances
have brought with them dangerous consequences for man,
amongst which we must consider psychological mutilation. A

worker tightens the same type of screw 1, 500 times a day. By
the end of a month, he has tightened 40, 000 screws. If after
work, he cannot recover from this repetition and mental nar-
rowing by means of some type of cultural, imaginative, or
physical activity, he will eventually end up psychologically
crippled. Man needs activities that will bring into play the
various normal forces of his personalityactivities in which he
has to think a little, and at the same time execute something
that is not automated.

Linked with the concept of mass society is the psycholog-
ical phenomenon of feeling a loss of individuality. The crafts-
man of yesterday, who manufactured his simple product from
start to fiaish felt the psychological satisfaction of a job well
done. However, he has been replaced by the worker in our
industrialized world, who also works hard, but at the end finds
himself deprived of the enjoyment of his own finished work.

Along with this depersonalization in the labor world
comes standardization, even in one's enjoyment and entertain-
ment. The powerful communications media have opened modes
of entertainment to the masses, and generalized forms of
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'ndividual and collective expression are gradually replacing theold forms of popular expression, such as distinctive folk-,.
dances characteristic of a particular social group. This trendmay open up new channels of communication, but it leavesgreat gaps in personal and collective popular satisfaction.These and other consequences must be studied and com-municated to the educators who will prepare the man of thenear future. They are the ones who will have to supply thenew psychological elements that unforeseen wear and tear willmake necessary. Educational systems suitable for "transi-tional" civilizations are not fully satisfactory for the cosmicman of the futureeven if certain values remain basicallysuitable for all time. Educational structures which do notevolve are like dead organisms w'..lich eventually decay andbecome harmful.

Physical Education and Sport

In our search for specific remedies for these conditionsof human life, there arises a phenomenon of singular impor-tance which we do not usually analyze with sufficient wondersport.
Sport runs right through contemporary life; it fills ourcities on rest days, it polarizes the attention of those who likeit and those who do not, and it floods the communications media.We live almost submerged in sport. This produces a logicalreaction of criticism and rejection. Amid this passionate dis-cussion of supporters and detractors, it is the physical edu-cator's function to study the phenomenon, to clarify situations,and propose norms.
Physical education arose in the contemporary world as anatural derivation of gymnastic movements. These types ofgymnastics, which consist fundamentally of the analytic studyand practice of movement and postures, had developed inde-pendently of modern sport, which was about to spread interna-tionally from its fundamentally British forms. It then occurredthat sport, thanks to socio-anthropological factors, began toenjoy unprecedented success. This popularity was discoveredby influential people outside the teaching profession who madetheir way into the managing ranks of national and internationalsport. For this reason, sport took unexpected directions withgrowing economic, political, and other implications. The phys-ical education specialistwhom the general populace with accu-rate and subtle intuition, tended to identify with the phenomenonof sporthastened to say that he had nothing to do with thissport that had grown out of all proportion. He was partly right;but involuntarily, physical education specialists drew away fromthe very activity that had the biggest following. A desire to re-ject contamination made them lose ground in the area where theycould have found the greatest motivations for youth to practicephysical education.
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Today sport can be divided into two main Lspectsthe
sporting spectacle, and the practice of a sport individually orin small groups. These are two disparate human realities andattitudes. But sociologically, one cannot be rigorously sepa-rated from the other.

It is dangerous, in a society which thrives on the spec-tacular and the sensational, radically to oppose spectacularsport as it is established in society. It may be argued over
and spoken of disparagingly in many cases, but it is full ofelemental popularity.

The Role of Sport in Preparing for the Future. All these
developments and controversies have prevented calm consid-eration of the values that sport involvesthe very values welack in contemporary society!

In every move of a game there is a creative aspect. Man
can recover from the anonymity derived from mass production,through the practice of a sport, and gain the feeling of being
an actor, a protagonist, even if only in the simplicity of the
ephemeral sporting figure that he represents. Many attacks ofanxiety and rebelliousness have accumulated as a result of the
depersonalization of modern life. They are latent and ready tobreak out in cases of social maladjustment. However, psy-choses may find a solution or compensation in the simple oppor-tunity for individual participation offers by sport, a subject not
generally remarked upon, but full of regenerative possibilitiesfor the personality.

In order to combat passivity in a world of increasingly
sterotyped physical patterns and increasingly standardizedideas, man needs a feeling of initiative. In the sports outing,in the match, or in any sport that has not become too technical,
there exist enormous possibilities of exercising small, butpowerful and refreshing initiatives.

These reflections are not intended to exalt sport as the
educational panacea of our time. There are no panaceas, and
all educational resources and values exist only in relation totheir application, environment, and circumstances. But thesuccess of contemporary sport must have been the consequenceof something intrinsic that humanity intuitively (perhaps in-
stinctively) discovered and took possession of. It is the job ofthe sociologist, the anthropologist, and the educator to analyzeand discover these latent forces, bring them to consciousness,
purify them, and consequently, plan objectives and tasks.

There have been confrontations between sport and phys-ical education. Sport created its structures independently; itstechnicians grew up under its aegis, and were almost alwaysalien to any educational vision. Physical education specialists
logically claimed they had nothing to do with such technicians.
Later, accepting the obvious, they incorporated sporting prac-tice into their teachings, but they remained fundamentallyapart from organized sport.
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The principal suggestion I venture to offer is that thephysical education specialist should strengthen his own convic-tions concerning the pedagogical value of sport, and in particu-lar, the characteristics which make it especially suitable forthe treatment of the man of our time. Consequently, the teach-ing structures of physical education and its plans of actionshould be more open to sport. But we should not forget thatsport, as an abstraction of an important human reality, is butone exercise in the form of competitive play. The dispropor-tionate spectacular displays, the great structures, the greatchampionships, are derivations from that original human move-'ment reality. Consequently, even if he believes the contrary,the physical education specialist is closely concerned with thespectacular sport which we incorrectly call noneducational.
Physical Education's Roie for the Future. Educators areinterested in improving both man and society. Physical educa-tion has an interesting contribution to make to this task. Itsproximity to the nature of man and to nature in general makesit specially suitable for the approaching hypertechnical future.There is no reason to be against technology, industrialization,and mechanization. The positive position is to search for thebest possible human adaptation to this new world. Sociologists,naturalists, and political leaders unite to defend the environ-ment in order to eliminate the pollution of the air and water.The physical education specialist may associate himself withthese movements, but he has more specific tasksto help manrediscover himself, and to recover the many values and echoesof his own nature through movement. This rediscovery processrequires large doses of physical and mental health. Sport,dance, and exercise in general should, if possible, be in con-tact with age-old virgin nature. Movement is to technological

man what freedom is to the bird after the cage. Sedentaryliving is the cancer of mechanized society. To eliminate acancer, one must not destroy the whole organism, one mustextirpate, purify, and supply the organism with specific ener-gies. The specific energy to be supplied against a sedentarytechnological society is movement. The physical educator hasan important task for the future. It would be a pity if, hinderedby routine structures, he were not equal to the task.
Educational activity has a triple projection:
1. To have the pupil live the life one is aiming at whilehe is being educated.
2. To have that life pattern structure itself in behavioralhabits for the future.
3. To instill in the pupil a mental conviction of therightness of these habits.
If any of these three ingredients is missing, education isincomplete. If the first is missing, one commits the injusticeof depriving the child or adolescent of the rights of his presentlife. If the second is missing, the education is short of operative
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dynamism. If the third is missing, the operative unity of manis broken.
Physical education must make the pupil move, run, jump,thruw, tackle, and dodge correctlywith proper coordination

and well-structured exercises. HGwever, it will not really beeducation if it does not inspire the pupil to act with fruition,delight, and Test. Only in this way will real habits be createdfor the future. The intelligent will understand that if manabeing who must movedoes move, he will be doing somethingthat is good and right.
For this reason, natural spontaneous movements, with-out artifice oroppressive stereotypes, are the most suitableto motivate a healthy, liberating, and refreshing physical edu-cation, fit for the times that are approaching.
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Directions for the 1970s,
Primary School Level

LISELOTT DIEM

Director, Carl Diem Institute
German Sports College

Cologne, Germany

Introduction

Let me discuss with you the advantages of using the termsport instead of physical education. There are several ex-planations for this change in terminology.
For research and science projects, the term physicaleducation is only a subdivision of general education, but sportis much more, and includes aspects of all natural sciencesmedical, anthropological, etc. It is an integrated disciplinelike social services and natural sciences. You will find thesame explanation in "Sport Science" by Clark Whited. IThe term physical education is misunderstood; manypeople believe it only refers to the ph ;sical being. The phys-ical education teacher tries to excuse this term and explainsthat he means the whole person!' But is all this misunder-standing and special explanation necessary?
The term sport includes all kinds of educational meaningsand methods. The research in sport asks about motivation aswell as about m:;hods, and medical bases as well as philosoph-ical bases. in our state we have changed the term for all pre-school and school physical education to sport. All our

'Clark V. Whited, "Sport Science, the Modern DisciplinaryConcept for Physical Education," JOPHER 42 (May 1971).
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colleagues are now satisfied because those in mathematics or
language no longer have to ask, 'Are we not educators?' Why
is the term used only in physical education?

The term movement is not exact enough, it is more likea tone in music. Structured movement, however, is sport andmay also be dance. Sport is directed toward quality as well asquantity of movement. Sport is now the term used for all kindsof competitive or recreation-directed movement. It is alsocreative, as is art or music.

Problems at the Primary Level

A famous writer, Ellen Key, called the twentieth cen-
tury, "the century of the child." Educational reforms werecreated 50 years ago to encourage more child-directed teach-
ing and to find new directions for a better understanding of
child development. Now, in the last third of this century, wehave to ask, Is this really the century of the child?"

All learning processes are based on information which
the child experiences as stimulations at the right time. Whatis the best learning situation for children from the day of birth
to the primary school level? How do we consider our play-
ground situations? Are they large enough? Do they have the
appropriate play-stimulating equipment for free experience and
running, climbing, swimming, playing, and throwing? Howabout the best leadershipespecially at the elementary level?
What highly-qualified guidance is necessary in this most im-portant state of life?

We are writing the best books, delivering good speeches,
preparing governmental aids and laws, and planning directions
and programs with many idealistic proposals. But, look at therealities:

1. Primary school classes are overcrowded with 35
children or more. High school classes have fewer
pupils in each classwhy?

2. Primary school classes have insufficient equipment,
inadequate space for sports, games, and swimming.
High schools have better equipmentwhy?

3. Primary school teachers are often less qualified andreceive less paywhich means that sometimes they
carry more required hours than high school teachers
why?

At the level where best guidance methods are needed
there are real restrictions and discriminations against young
children who are not able to fight for better educational condi-tions as older students do! There are questions over ques-
tions.
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE 1970s

Learning Situations

Directions for the 1970s in physical education at the pri-mary level means firstmore attention to and more under-standing of motor behavior and sensori-motor, cognitive, andsensitive development, particularly in the first years of lifeat the preschool and primary school levels. In addition, wemust provide many individually-directed learning situationsfor early swimming, balancing, and ball games.Robert N. Singer said, "In early childhood, there is arelated development of motor patterns and intellectual skillsand it appears that a child trained in basic motor movementdoes improve his intellectual achievement. "2I report from Marcel Gerber's research about the higherintellectual development of, "African children in the first yearand the influence of maternal behavior, " as shown by the Geselltest. 3 What is the reason? An African mother carries thechild on her back during the first year, so it moves up, down,and around with the mother and improves its sensori-motorexperience. Children from highly civili.:ed countries are gen-erally more restricted and do not have this early opportunity.Dr. Koch frnm the Institute for Mother and Cnild inPrague has obtained surprising results from babies traineddaily from the second week of life; they are able to climb andto grip successfully a cup and drinkself-acting at 4 months!They show free-balanced fine coordinated walking at 10 to 11months and they are not bothered with balance and postureproblems. Self-experience within the first 4 months is deci-sive for the sensori-motor and cognitive behavior of your childin the year 2000! We have to learn that the first days of lifein the prone position, and the first months and years, are thefundamental bases for a child's inotor coordination, intellectual,cognitive, and sensitive learning process development.At the last meeting of the German Ministry of Educationit was reported that about 50 percent of so-called retardedchildren are not really handicapped, but only retarded in intel-lectual, emotional, and sensori-motor behavior through a lackof interactions in early life. They could not experience enoughmoving, feeling, touching, and reacting in their preschoolyears.

2R. N. Singer, Motor Learning and Human Performance (NewYork: Macmillan Co., 1968).
3Marcel Gerber, "The Psycho-motor Development of AfricanChildren in the First Year and the Influence of MaternalBehavior," Journal of Social Psychology. (1958).
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What and How We Teach

1

More attention must be given to what and how we teach
because motor learning is not only a process of repeating or
imitating) it is also a process of syst,matic and progressively
given stimulations, not only by inputs, but also by differenti-
ated situative stimulations. The same principle applies to
learning languages as well as learning motor techniques; at
first children don't learn to spell, but to speakthey use
familiar skills in play in new situations!

Strength, flexibility, endurancethese are only the
premises, not the aims of sport activities. We should change
our evaluation of fitness tests and train children in these
necessary qualities only by whole sequences and by differen-
tiated interactions, such as training muscle strength by climb-
ing, endurance by running games, and flexibility by hanging
and swinging.

Primary level children need thoroughly structured tasks
where responses may be easily evaluated by the children them-
selves. In our new program we also advise the teacher that
children should really know their own abilities and, perhaps,
their disabilities. They should know how to evaluate them-
selves, maybe by writing their own self-testing books to moti-
vate other primary school children to learn the right techniques.

We are now printing picture books and publishing the first
reading book in sport with color pictures for first year primary
school children. Now they can read and learn for themselves
about ball games, swimming, skiing, and ice skating.

Sport not only means a collection of exercises, but also
knowledge and understanding of early motor behavior. This
requires a lot of observation from the teacher as to how chil-
dren train themselves and how capable they are.

Look around the worldthere are five-year-old skilled
football artists in Brazil. Last year we saw the five-year-old
tennis player in Australia. Skilled children play hockey in
India, ride horses in Mexico, surfboard in Honolulu, and eight-
year-olds win cartwheel championships in Dusseldorf. They
have no posture-weakness!

Combine all these culturally dependent motor patterns
and you will have the best international program for your first
grades and primary levels. Plan a program with completely
structured sports instead of boring tests or nondirected move-
ment. Look at the highly skilled fire-limbo dancers in
Jamaica, or the bara-tree climbers; these are the best tests
for flexibility. Remember the see-saw jumping game in
South Korea? It would be the best playground activity for
coordinationand why not? Roller skating, bicycling, skiing,
and ice skating can be taught in the first grade; the right
learning age for all these sports is from five to seven years.
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Swimming must be taught in kindergarten or even earlier.
The Elementary School Physical Education Commission of theAAHPER Physical Education Division recommends, "When pos-sible, the program should include aquatics. "4 Perhaps theyshould have said, 'teach your first grades swimming, divingat the right time.'

We need swimming pools for beginners. Perhaps parentscould help build turngartens around the schools with variousapparatus for free experiences in balancing and climbing, withlots of climbing trees with flexible elastic branches.
In the Zoo of Basel, creative architects have built fan-tastic flexible trees for the gorillas. Why could we not also

use creative architects for our playgrounds instead of buying
manufactured apparatus lacking in any sense for play!

Open research opportunities for architects to developapparatus for sensori-motor situations fpr children of al ages.Architects or tree planters know that the whole building, the
whole growing process, is based on the quality of the funda-mentals. But in our school systems around the world these
fundamentals are many times not taught by the best informedteachers.

Need for Specialists at Primary Level

It is essential that the best qualified teachers teach at theprimary level! Therefore, we need some specialistsmaybeonly three different kinds of specialists for the first grade.
But mathematics as well as language, music as well as sportor game skills need specialists. Even the most idealistic
classroom teacher is not able to give appropriate fundamental
instruction for every subject!

It is necessary to have the best qualified guidesmore
specialized teachers at the elementary level. Physical educa-tion is more than imitation. Children are able to understandwhat and why they are doing something, and are eager to learnfacts. We must have insight into learning methods with timefor reflection, understanding, and discussion. We need oppor-tunities for observation, maybe by pictures in the classroom,slides, films, and audio-visual aids.

In sport we need (1) active training, (2) training by ob-servation, and (3) mental training. This means concentrationon certain points of difficulty in techniquesconcentration forthe real understanding of how to climb, throw, etc.
Let me explain that only by thoroughly understandinglearning theories and teaching processes can we, as guides,

4Elementary School Physical Education Commission of the
AAHPER Physical Education Division, "Essentials of aQuality Elementary School Physical Education Program, "JOPHER 42 (April 1971).
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help the child to self-realization. Self-realization may beginwith the first free creeping and free walking. It grows with all
experiences, and leads through qualified guidance to open new
levels of aspiration for the individual. We must open these levels!

The Need for Free Experience

We need more open doors for self-experience inside andoutside primary school educationmore helping than hindering.
Let us fight against the misunderstanding of 'security' and
against these wrongly directed laws of reliability!

I have learned that near Milwaukee they removed all
climbing equipment from the playgrounds because of one ortwo accidents! In Japan, Switzerland, the United Kingdom,or Germany you will find just climbing-trees or ropes or barsfor elementary school children. Open the doors and just re-flect about the sensori-motor aims in balancing and climbing,and all the possibilities of coordination variations, as in ball-
games using balls of varying weights and sizes. There mustbe a closed connection between coordination development,
balance development, and intellectual learning processes. 5

Children are not born clumsy; they are made clumsy bytheir lack of opportunity for self-experience. They are made
insecure because they have never learned to take care of them-
selves, and have seldom learned to enable themselves. Theyhave never learned to know their level of aspiration and to setup new goals and experiences. For these experiences, childrenneed more space and better facilities than adults. Childrenneed early and daily opportunities for their sensori-motor learn-ing processes. It requires a timing factor to learn sport tech-niques early in all sorts of coordination and balancing sports!
Summary

The directions for the 1970s for primary school physical
education should open the doors for:

1. better learning situations beginning with the first
year of life

2. more attention to what and how we teach
3. best qualified guidance and specialized teachers4. a new understanding of learning theories and the

children's methods of self-experience and self-realization.
All this is not a question of finance. It is a challenge toourselves as teachers. We must never be satisfied with ourwork because self-satisfaction is the end of progress. Let usprogress.

5A. H. Tomare and J. J. Gruber, Motor Aptitude and Intellec-tual Performance (Columbus, Ohio; Charles E. Merrill, 1967).
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Teacher Preparation
for the 1970s

REUBEN B. FROST

Chairman,, Department of Physical Education
Springfield College

Springfield, Massachusetts

In the statement of the Educational Policies Commission,
entitled, "Quality in Education, " there appeared the followingparagraph:

The best education is that which does most to enable each
student to develop his abilities and to serve society.
Education must therefore be appropriate to the needs ofeach pupil and to the needs of society. But students areindividuals, student bodies are constantly renewed, andsociety is ever-changing. It follows that education mustbe dynamic and diverse. High quality education implies
never-ending adaptation and improvement. I
It follows that teachers of physical education must(1) understand the physical, intellectual, emotional, spiritual,and social needs of the developing pupil, and (2) have a basicknowledge of the dynamics of government, politics, the envi-ronment, and interactions among people.
Traditional professional preparation programs in physicaleducation attempt to provide prospective teachers with knowl-edge about growth, maturation, and development by requiringthem to take courses in anthropology, biology, psychology, and

'Educational Policies Commission, Quality in Education
(Washington, D. C.: National Education Association, 1959).
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other basic sciences. This type of program also hopes toacquaint them with social and political phenomena throughcourses in history, sociology, political science, and commun-ity development. Professional courses are added to these.The rational process has been utilized to try to solve allproblems.
Recently this approach has been questioned. It has beenfound that personality factors can be just as important inteaching as knowledge of teaching techniques. Commitmentand dedication to the profession and its purposes appear to berelated to success in teaching. A concern for the intangiblehuman dimensions of teaching has taken on greater signifi-cance. Deep involvement in the activities and aspirations ofthe pupils can be observed among the best physical educationteachers. A sense of mission which manifests itself in en-thusiasm, patience, and perseverance is characteristic of themaster teacher. A willingness to listen and attempts to under-stand often elicit a corresponding attitude among pupils. Asincere desire to help and a willingness to give of oneself isusually present in those teachers who are most fondly remem-bered and who make the most lasting impression on their pupils.Our teachers of physical education are often not preparedfor the situations they must face and the environment in whichthey are called upon to teach. Our teachers are not preparedto work effectively in the crowded inner city schools. Ourteachers do not seem to be able to cope with children who havegrown up in the post-World War II television-oriented era.Our pupils are not reared on a philosophy of discipline, andtraditional formal methods are no longer acceptable. Parentsof today read about the perceptually handicapped and are dis-appointed when the teachers don't understand. Our childrendon't have the same concepts of freedom as we of the oldergeneration. Students of today have learned how to be "individ-uals" and don't want "assembly line" education. Superintendentsand principals wish to operate a school with "modular schedul-ing" and our physical education teachers don't know how itworks.

We live in a period of challenge and change. Our techno-logical revolution has made it necessary for our coaches andadministrators to become familiar with synthetic playingsurfaces, air-supported sports facilities, movable partitions,adjustable indoor courts, and entirely new forms of equipment.Our social and ideological revolutions have forced us toface up to challenges to authority, new philosophical and reli-gious concepts, the involvement of students in campus govern-inent, and modes of dress which at one time seemed entirelyincongruous. The struggle between those who have and thosewho have not, our dissatisfaction with those who rule our coun-tries, the sudden population increase, and the pollution of ourlands and cities have added to the unrest, misunderstanding,and the frustrations in many sections of the world.
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And yet, in the midst of turmoil and change, in spite of
poverty and war, in the face of unrest and dissent, there is
much to give us hope. Technology has, in many places, pro-
vided increased freedom from drudgery and economic stress,
more opportunities to travel and explore, improved recrea-
tional facilities, better educational institutions, and more time
for cultural pursuits. More important, however, are the
changes we find in people. Many are devoting themselves un-
selfishly to the improvement of the human condition.

But so much for philosophical discussion. Let us talk
about practical matters, and find ways to better prepare
teachers for their task. Let us consider problems, issues,
solutions, and practices. Some of these will be traditional
and reoccurring; some will be new and the result of societal,
technological, and philosophical changes.

Schools Without Walls

Speeches are made, articles are written, and books are
published to tell us that we need to supplement traditional edu-
cation with entirely different kinds of schools. Dr. David E.
Sweet has recently been named President of the Minnesota
Metropolitan State College Center which has been described as,
"a college without walls." There will be no traditional campus,
no classroom buildings, no boundaries. Factories, churches,
laboratories, libraries, stores, streets, and parks will be the
classrooms; lawyers, managers, doctors, businessmen,
plumbers, pilots, builders, and professors will be the teachers.
The community will be the campus and the universe, the envi-
ronment. 2

Can we prepare physical education teachers for such a
school? Will they be working in parks, YMCAs, athletic clubs,
or stadiums? Will they be leading groups on weekends into the
mountains and down to the seashore? Will they be teaching
physical education on the playgrounds and tennis courts of the
city9 At this moment, no one knowsbut it is something to
which we must give our attention. If we can, by these means,
help educate those who would otherwise be deprived, certainly
we should put our hand to the plow.

Auxiliary Personnel

Shall we encourage and use paraprofessionals in physical
education? Will we find that they can do many of the things
which are now being done by specialists, and do them well?
Can we study the problem and utilize auxiliary personnel in
such a way that highly trained leaders can give their thoughts

2"A College Without Walls," Springfield (Mass.) Sunday
Republican, 4 July 1971.
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and efforts to programming, providing for individual differ-
ences, interpreting to the public, and other long-needed tasks?

It is my contention that we must explore this possibility.Our top teachers and directors are spending too much time ontrivial details. The judicious use of auxiliary personnel maybe a partial answer to this problem.
Bowman and Klopf in their recent book, New Careers andRoles in the American School, have analyzed thoroughly thispossibility and have laid down some rules for successful opera-

tion. 3 Among the important suggestions are: (1) team trainingof professionals and their auxiliaries, (2) careful orientation ofall parties involved, (3) a coach-counselor-trainer-supervisor
responsible for the auxiliary program, (4) the use of parents asauxiliaries, (5) a good in-service training program, and (6) em-phasis on increasing personalized attention and assistance topupils.

If this becomes a common trend, and it may, our profes-sional preparation programs will need tc give it much moreattention than they have in the past. It can be a boon or a
detriment, depending upon how we utilize auxiliary personnel.

Community Involvement

It is my contention that there has been too much separa-
tism between schools and communities. Physical education isin a particularly good position to serve as a medium for more
school-community cooperation. The program in Flint, Michiganis a good example. In that city a number of Community ServiceDirectors are employed to conduct community programs from
3:30 P. M. to late in the evening. While physical education isonly one of the activities in the program, most of the gymna-
siums are used. A great many of the Community Service
Directors are physical education majors who have expertise inthis activity area.

If such programs are to mak. much headway, our profes-sional preparation curricula must ..,de some experiences incommunity service. Colleges ma niclude course offerings
where academic credit is given foz Our lent work in social agen-
cies, churches, recreation centers, health agencies, and thelike. A portion of the student teaching or field experience pro-
gram may include community work. Students may be encour-aged to work as volunteers in recreation centers, schools for
the handicapped, and in special schools where no physical edu-
cation teachers are provided. If credit is given, a formula
based on hours served can easily be worked out. The college
where I am employed has a two-hour-credit course of this kindfor which 90 hours of work are required.

3Garda W. Bowman and Gordon J. Klopf, New Careers and
Roles in the American School (New York: Bank Street College
of Education, 1971).
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Physical Education in the Inner City

Generally speaking, students in the inner city of largemetropolitan areas have the poorest physical education facili-ties, the largest classes, the least equipment per pupil, andthe smallest per capita budgets. In the past, many collegeshave not been sending student teachers to these locations be-cause it was felt that they would get better experience in schoolswhere more advantageous conditions prevailed. Graduates ofmany of our best teacher training institutions generally electedto do their student teaching in suburban areas or smaller com-munities where working and living conditions were better. Itis also generally agreed that unless one has some experiencein the inner city it is difficult to work successfully in that en-vironment. It becomes apparent, then, that if the physicaleducation in the inner city is to be improved, there must be aspecial effort to prepare teachers for such schools.
Knowledge of Perceptual-Motor Development

Scholars studying motor learning, growth, and develop-ment have known for some time about concepts like perception,neurobiotaxis, and nervous integration. They have been awareof the influence of movement on the completeness of nervousorganization and organic development. It has been only re-cently that physical educators have realized that this is alsotheir domain. Names such as Frostig, Piaget, Barsch,Getman, Delacato, and Kephart are only now becoming familiarto most students of physical education. And yet the theories ofperceptual-motor development and the relationship of appro-priate movement experiences to motor learning, reading,thinking, speaking, and self-realization are now bulwarks inour rationale for instituting and maintaining good programs ofphysical education and starting them at an early age.Programs for the handicapped have always attractedattention and have always been able to elicit support. Whilethe first consideration must be for the welfare of those withperceptual handicaps, it is certainly only common sense touse the favorable publicity to enhance the image of physicaleducation in general.
Our prospective teachers should all include in their under-graduate programs and experiences courses and field work inwhich they learn about perceptual-motor development and edu-cation of those with perceptual-motor handicaps.

Flexibility in Teacher Preparation Programs
One of the current trends in professional preparation isto give prospective teachers greater leeway in their choice ofcourses. This is most generally accomplished by reducing the
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number of general education requirements, by establishing a
core of courses which all physical education majors should
have, and then by giving students a choice of "tracks" or "sub-
concentration areas" which they can follow. Such tracks might
lead to emphasis on any one of the following.

Elementary school physical education
Secondary school physical education
Coaching
Physical education for colleges and universities
Psychological aspects of physical education
Sociology of sport
Exercise physiology
Administration of athletics
Corrective therapy and athletic training
Pre-physical therapy

This type of plan is not looked upon with favor by every-
one. There are those who believe that, especially at the under-
gradti3t0 level, teachers should prepare to teach physical
education to elementary, junior high ,chool, and senior high
school pupils. Perhaps most of the leaders in professional
preparation institutions favor keeping the undergraduate pro-
grams fairly rigid and broad and leaving the specialization for
graduate education. There are, however, a number of fine
institutions where subspecialization tracks are being instituted
even at the undergraduate level.

At Springfield College we have reduced the all-college
requirements and this has made it possible to specialize to a
degree at the undergraduate level. Our basic undergraduate
professional preparation program in physical education, how-
ever, is still fairly rigid in that we want those who graduate
with a bachelors degree to be well-prepared to teach at the
various levels.

Graduate Education

Perhaps the major issues in graduate education still
revolve around the purposes of the various institutions. Some
of the large universities insist that their principal function is
to "push back the horizons" of knowledge, to "discover new
knowledge," and to disseminate it. Other institutions, which
are more concerned with preparing individuals for specific
professions, see graduate work as being more practical and
applied. We still find ourselves asking questions such as
could graduate study produce the skilled specialist or the
educated man? Should graduate study be academic or profes-
sional in nature? Which is more important in graduate pro-
grams, research or practical course work?

In the United States, we are still involved in discussions
about "physical education as a discipline, " or "the body of
knowledge" constituting physical education, and the significance
of the various kinds of masters and doctors degrees.
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It is my opinion that graduate work must be of high qual-ity, and that some diversity among institutions makes forricher educational experiences.
What we are trying to do is produce intellectual leaderswho understand the importance of total, well-rounded, inte-grated development and who will seek to assist and guide theirpupils to that end. In so doing they will use a variety of means,methods, motivations, and activities and, hopefully, improveboth the individual and society.

Traditional and Persistent Issues

I'm certain that we in the United States share with manyof you problems which have been "bones of contention" andsubjects of discussion in professional preparation conferencesfor a long time. Some of these are:
Subject Matter vs. Professional Education. Some edu-cators favor a liberal arts approach with an extreme emphasison oubstance, subject matter, and general education. Otherleaders use job analyses and competencies as their guides.Springfield College and many others try to maintain a ratio inthe undergraduate program of approximately 50 percent generaleducation (liberal arts) and 50 percent professional subjects.Laboratory Experiences (student teaching, field work).Opinions with regard to laboratory experiences vary from,"Students need a near of internship" to "Let them get their ex-perience after they complete their bachelors degree." Thereis also a question as to whether the student teaching experienceshould be a full-time concentrated experience of 8 to 12 weeksor whether it should be spread over the four years. My feelingis that some observation and involvement with pupils shouldbegin early in the college career and that there should also bea concentrated period of full-time field work lasting 10 to 12weeks. I prefer to see this divided between secondary and ele-mentary teaching. We are now also encouraging some experi-ence in YMCAs and other community agencies.

Timing and Scheduling. Some institutions believe the firsttwo years should be almost entirely pre-professional, generaleducation while others feel it is better to start the professionalwork the freshman year. It seems to me that freshman students,because of their high motivation at this period, should begintheir professional courses the first year and combine the pro-fessional and general education work throughout their collegecareers.
Activities (skills) Courses vs. Theory. There is stillconsiderable controversy among institutions which prepareteachers as to how much time shall be devoted to activities andhow much credit shall be given. There are institutions wheresuch courses are not considered "academically respectable" orwhere the time devoted to them is severely limited. At Spring-field College our undergraduate program includes 16 credit
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hours of professional skills and techniques courses out of the136 credit hours required for graduation. As each credit houris based on 45 contact hours in the gymnasium or on the athleticfield, each major will have put in at least 720 hours in activitycourses. About 23 different activities are covered.
Performance Contracting4

Let me mention one more experiment in education whichwe in physical education must watch. This is the performancecontracting system. Big industry is moving into the class-rooms of the nation. It claims to be making education morerelevant and exciting. It pours more money into research anddevelopment than most educational institutions can afford.This is called "performance contracting" because industry ispaid more if student learning surpasses agreed-upon goals.There is no pay, however, if these goals are not met.Time, Inc., General Electric, IBM, Xerox, Westing-house, Ford Motor, and Philco are some of the industriestackling this educational plan. Many educators, however, arequestioning it. To a large extent, it consists of programmedlearning. It appears to be great for "catch up work" and maygreatly benefit deprived areas. It provides for individual dif-ferences; however, there is the question of dehumanizingeducation. The profit motive has incurred the disapproval ofmany. Learning for learning's sake is a thing of the past inthis educational scheme. Pupils' .seeds and interests are notgenerally taken into account. Nothing has been done aboutextra-curricular activities, including physical education, up tothis time. We must keep track of this new movement and seethat this phase of development is not neglected. It could evenbe an opportunity for physical education, if these large indus-tries can be convinced of its value.

Conclusion

I have tried to indicate some of the things which are hap-pening in education and particularly in our field. With the con-tinually accelerating rate of change in society, technology, andeducation we cannot accurately predict for the next decade. Wecan only be alert, flexible, and continue to learn. Perhaps themost important thing we can do to help our teachers is to em-phasize and re-emphasize the need to learn, not only while weare in college, not only while we are in graduate school, butfor the rest of our lives. For I believe these words, althoughI do not know when I first heard them, "Education is a journey,not a destination."

4"Big Business Takes Over the Little Red School House,"Springfield (Mass.) Daily News, 8 June 1971.
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HPER Directions of Research
in the 1970s

JULIEN FALIZE

Professor
Universile de Liege

Liege, Belgium

I

In my opinion, it is research, rather than diplomacy orpolitics which holds the key to promoting our field. Although Ihave been a researcher for abut 20 years, I don't know all thedifferent aspects of research related to health, physical educa-tion, recreation, and sport; I know only some, and I know someothers through literature.
I think it is quite impossible to go with the same authorityinto the numerous different approaches of HPERfrom the bio-chemistry of effort, to social anthropology, to the new com-puter data processing, and to the teacher in the gym.But it is possible, and sometimes necessary, to have anoverview of the field. I'll try to select for you the main trendsof the research we are concerned with. I will try to relate myspeech to the overall congress theme, and to present to the

assembly a forward look into the directions research will takeduring the remainder of the decadealthough I am not quite afuturologist. I can therefore only outline, in my rough English,the four or five main tendencies of research for the 1970s.Let us start with a brief look backward. Looking throughthe files and my own abstracting services, I found that the re-search papers of the last 40 years could be divided into seven
categories with the following approximate percentages:

1. Tests and measurementsEvaluation 30%2. Analysis of specific skills and methods
of teaching physical education 20%
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3. Biological sciences
20%

4. Organization, administration,
management

15%

5. Psychology and sociology 7%

6. Health education
5%

7. Philosophy and history 3%

The most important tendency to appear in the last seven years,

in Europe as well as in America, is the development of HPER

as an acknowledged scientific discipline.
Even if we use the tools and means of biological and

human sciences, we know now that we are concerned with

human movement behavior and with approaches to the prob-

lems we have to study and solve.
As Bryant J. Cratey wrote:

1. Physical educators should be concerned mainly with

that aspect of human behavior which is characterized by

observable, purposeful, voluntary movementmove-
ments which are task-centered and those which are

reasonably complex.
2. Physical educators generally are called upon to teach

healthy human beings, and thus should be familiar with

all aspects of movement behavior which these individuals

evidence
3. Movement behavior is worthy of investigation as a

unit within itself and does not necessarily need to be

related to various physiological anatomic processes which

may accompany it.
A comprehensive a.:proach should be taken to the

study of motor performance and learning. Study should

be made of motor tasks measurable, not only in units of

strength, but also in terms of spatial accuracy.

4. Concern should be directed toward the rather perma-
nent change of movement behavior brought about through
practice, i. e. motor learning.
5. One should not ignore, but utilize to the best advan-

tage, research in sociology, psychology, medicine,
physiology, and other disciplines, to aid in gaining a

thorough understanding of gross motor performance. 1

The Molecular Approach. Let us now take up the direc-

tions for research in the 1970s by the molecular approacK

There has been increasing interest in cell modifications in the

course of the training process. There are more and more re-

searchers in the field of applied biochemistry who are studying

the metabolite, ionic, and enzymatic responses to stress, as

well as the aerobic and anaerobic mechanisms.

1Bryant J. Cratey, Motor Behavior and Motor Learning
(Philadelphia: Lea and Febriger, 1964).
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The studies and knowledge o ,xygen consumption and
heart rate as an index of stress are strengthening. This side
of our resear h will highly gain irZ accuracy.

The Psychological Approach. -.At the same time, the
psychological approach will win the greatest interest in most
universities and colleges. Of course, psychology is defined as
the science of behavior; we understand at once how much we
have to gain from that side.

Here the subjects of research are already numerous
from the relatively simple research on perception and infor-
mation feedback, we go to the study of the learning process,
the effect of mental practice on the acquisition of gross motor
skills, and,the neuro-muscular patterning of skilled sportsmen,
to the relationship between body image and movement perform-
ance. Also being studied are the influence of motivation in
physical work capacit, lnd performancst, and the influence of
physical education and recreation on mental health.

The real impact of this approach will be felt through its
effect on the public at large, and through a new and different
public conception of what is humanly possible and what is
humanly desirable.

The cooperation between these two approaches will be
advantageous. The resources offered by radiotelemetry will
find their full use.

The Biomechanical and Anthropological Approaches.
Between these two arsroaches, we can insert the traditional
physician's approachesbiomechanics and anthropclocythe
analysis of movemer t on the one hand, and the human evalua-
tion of itself on the Jt h e r hand.

Social anthropologists take as their subject The ways in
which men have adapted the organization of their cc:nmunities
to the environment in which they live, and the ways in which
men's ideas about themselves and their universe aff.:ct, and
are affected by, the experience of making that unive..se appear
a meaningful whole. One of the major interests of anthropology
is the mutual interaction between man's inherent biological
nature and the kind of social relationships he forms. Anthro-
pological and social studies have long made it evident that the
process of development or modernization of non-Western peo-
ples must start with knowledge of their local and national cul-
tures. Now it appears that, correspondingly, solutions to
urban problems begin with the people in the cities and with
their perceptions and social relations. In the world of today,
sport is an aspect of universal culture.

It is more than likely that urban studies and those related
to leisure activities, recreation, sport for all, and the contri-
bution of sport and physical education to social and economic
development will become the classical topic of social and
anthropologic,:" analysis during the rest of the 20th century.
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The Educational Approach. Since 1970 was declared
International Education Year by the United Nations, it would be
only natural that a number of developments in the science
of education had worldwide significance.

The conduct of research, especially in education, depends
heavily on the free exchange of information among professionals
in the same field. Progress can only be maximized if the
exchange of information is not blocked by national boundaries.
Apart from a few endeavors for systematic documentation, the
circulation of information and data is limited to communica-
tions among scientists attending international meetings. The
1970s will see the formulation of plans for the establishment of
a world information system, based on library automation and
information retrieval. We hope that physical education will go
in that direction, but with specific regard to the studies related
to administration and management.

The goals of our research seemed, until now, to be re-
lated only to the personal interests of scientists. They are
still largely disengaged from the critical problems of society.
Our research can no longer pretend it is an independent activity
directed by the inner dynamics of its own processes. We need
to contribute directly to the solution of problems of national and
social importance. The furtherance of research in our field
depends largely upon public understanding of the role of HPER
and its stature in society. If one reads a sample of current
literature, as it appears in the newspapers, it soon becomes
evident how little the nature and motives of HPER and sports
are really understood. Why do governments and educators
show so little interest in the research in our field, which is
dedicated to the well-being of the average man?

Researchers ought to be forced to specify the impact
their achievements will have upon the quality of life. They
must be more anxious to excite the imagination, the curiosity,
and the hope of a somewhat frightened society. What our re-
search needs is a public relations man.

Nevertheless, there is an increasing tendency among
scientists to think about environmental problems ;n global
terms. Their preference includes a pluralistic approach to
the fort ulation of goals and programs. They also know that
only a government can afford the kind of large outlay that
mobilizes a multidisciplinary team effort that can serve a
broad public purpose.

The most sensitive parameter seems to be the back-
ground of the staff and task force members used to develop
the data base and perform the initial impact analysis.

It has become all too clear that the relationship of re-
search to human welfare, security, and freedom is far more
complex than ever before. And above all, we need a philo-
sophical choice concerning the direction of our societythat
is no less than the future of mankind.
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Directions in Physical
Education and Recreation

for the Handicapped
JANET POMEROY

Founder and Director
Recreation Center for the Handicapped, Inc.

San Francisco, California

Introduction

The past de':ade has seen a revolution in national and
state attitudes toward the handicapped and retarded. Compre-hensive community services have had a tremendous impact onthe development of recreation and physical education programsfor the handicapped. While recreation and physical education
programs are still not being offered in many communities, the1960s witnessed the birth of recreation for the handicapped asa distinct discipline.

In many communities today, recreation and physical edu-cation for the handicapped and retarded have emerged as essen-tial services. Recently, Spencer Williams, the Coordinatorof Mental Retardation Programs for the State of California
Human Relations Agency, outlined services that were consid-ered essential for these persons. I The list was to be used as
a standard in measuring the adequacy of services available ina given community. Recreation was included as an essentialservice in the municipal departments, schools, social groups,clubs, 'IMCAs, and scouts, together with 16 other essential
services, such as day care education, diagnosis, and training.
!Spencer Williams, MR Services (Sacramento: CaliforniaState Office of Printing, 1969).
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The new Developmental Disabilities Services and FacilitiesInstruction Act (Public Law 91-517) also lists recreation as aneed. 2
A few years ago, recreation was rarely mentioned as anecessary service for the retarded and handicapped. Thecurrent emphasis on the need for comprehensive s. rvices atthe community level has helped greatly in the recognition ofrecreation as one of these important services. When fivecounties in California were asked to establish priorities inneeded services for the handicapped, recreation and physicalactivities were listed as the greatest need. This survey wasmade in conjunction with the Lanterman Act, a California stat-ute which provides for continuity of care and lifelong follow-upfor these persons through regional centers.
Today, we even have a Declaration of General and SpecialRights of the Mentally Retarded, which has been adopted by theInternational League of Societies for the Mentally Retarded, andwhich mentions the need for recreation. Article IV states that:
The mentally retarded person has a right to live with hisown family or with foster parents; to participate in all
aspects of community life, and to be provided with appro-priate leisure time activities. 3
I visited a school for severely handicapped and retardedNavajo Indians on a remote reservation in Arizona. Here Ilearned that there is no word in the Navajo language for "handi-capped" or "retarded." The closest word is "different"theyaccept these children as part of a family unit. They are notashamed of a child who is different, but they are afraid that theAnglos will take them away to an institution and they will neversee them again. This would be their only reason for hidingthem, which some of them have been forced to do. I think wecould learn a great deal from the Navajos.
Fortunately, there is a current trend away from institu-tionalizing the severely handicapped and mentally retarded.Instead, there is more emphasis on placing these people in thecommunity. This trend has stimulated the development ofcommunity-based services, including leisure time activities.It has also brought about an increasing interest, in the need forand benefits of recreation for these persons. More and morerecreation and physical education are being included in thespectrum of services needed at the community level.

al"ublic Law 91-517, "Developmental Disabilities Services andFacilities Instruction Act," U.S. Statute 84-1316 (91st Con-gress, 2nd Session, 1971).
3President's Committee on Mental Retardation, "Declarationof General and Special Rights of the Mentally Retarded," inMR 69Toward Progress: The Story of a Decade (Washington,D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1969), p. 30.
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As we move into the 1970s, there are some obvious
trends that are already having an impact on recreation and
physical education for the handicapped. Before considering
directions for the next decade, I would like to review briefly
some of the current developments at the national level that
have contributed to the initiation, promotion, and expansion
of recreation and physical education, particularly at the com-munity level.

STATE AND FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN FUNDING

Various factors are already contributing to the de-zelop-
ment of recreation programs at the local level. The mostsignificant factor is the federal participation with the states
to provide funds for the development of programs at the com-munity level. For example, funds are provided for time-
limited grants and for the support of on-going services.

Train:ng, Research, and Demonstration

Tht provision of federal funds for (1) demonstrating
communay recreation programs for the retarded, (2) training
physical education and recreation personnel, and (3) research
have also had an impact on the development of these programs.
The passage of Public Law 90-170 (Amendments of 1967 Title
V), The Training of Physical Education and Recreation Person-
nel for the Mentally Retarded and other Handicapped Children,
was a milestone in the promotion of the total concept of recre-
ation and physical education for the retarded and handicapped.
This program, which is being implemented through the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW), provides for the advanced
training of recreation and physical education specialists
through support to colleges and universities. It also providesfor research and demonstration projects in recreation and
physical education. Training grants for physical education
and recreation are being extended to 24 colleges and universi-ties for 1971-1972.4

Some research in recreation has also been sponsoredby the federal government. One example is the state-wide
Mobile Recreation Program for the Mentally Retarded inKentucky. ibis project is designed to train community agen-cies and mental retardation personnel in the development of
recreation programs for the mentally retarded and handi-
capped.

The Division of Mental Retardation of HEW's Public
Health Service has also awarded grants to a number of com-
munity recreation programs and day activities for mentally
retarded children and adults.

4"BEH Training Grants," Challenge 6 (May-June 1971), p. 11.
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To date, more than 17 projects have initiated or expanded
day activity ct cu..rs for mentally retarded adults. Under this
program, our center was awarded a federal grant for a demon-
stration, How Previously Institutionalized Retarded Can Be
Integrated into Community Recreation Programs. 5 The pro-
gram, which was inaugurated in June 1969, enrolled an addi-
tional 77 mentally retarded people who were on the center's
waiting list for recreation. Most of these people are multi-
handicapped retarded, ranging from mildly to profoundly re-
tarded, and in the age range of 20 to 60 years. Under the same
division, a staffing grant was also awarded to the center to
develop a physical fitness program for the 550 people enrolled.
This program was initiated in July 1969.6

As a result of such research and demonstrations, the
federal government has expanded its participation to provide
funds for on-going programs. Day care and social rehabilita-
tion funds are currently being provided for recreation programs
on a 75 percent federal and 25 percent state or local formula.

Day Care Centers

The initiation of day care centers has helped greatly in
the promotion of recreation for the handicapped and retarded
at the community level. Some of these centers have been
established by private agencies with federal day care funds
covering Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Our center
conducts such a program which emphasizes early infant stimu-
lation and includes even crib-case children. The program is
conducted through a contractual arrangement with the County
Social Services Department which acts as the fiscal agent.
Food, equipment, and supplies for the program are furnished
by State Education Surplus Properties. These federal funds,
provided through HEW Title IV of the Social Security Act,
State Department of Social Welfare Program, provide 75 per-
cent of the cost and, in California, require 25 percent local
matching funds.

5Janet Pomeroy, "A Demonstration of How the Mentally
Retarded Who Have Been Previously Institutionalized Can Be
Integrated into Community Recreation," Continuation Appli-
cation for Health Services Project Grant (Submitted to:
Division of Mental Retardation, Public Health Service, HEW,
March 1970).

6Janet Pomeroy, "To Develop a Physical Fitness Program
for Severely Handicapped and Mentally Retarded," Continua-
tion Application for Staffing Grant (Submitted to: Division of
Mental Retardation, Public Health Service, HEW, March
1970).
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Day Activity and Social Development
Centers for Adults

The recognition that recreation and social activity con-
tribute greatly to the rehabilitation of the handicapped and
mentally retarded has resulted in the establishment of day
activity and independent living centers for persons over 18
years old. The initiation of these programs has pointed up the
need for the inclusion of recreation and social development asessential parts of vocational preparation programs and inde-
pendent community living for teens and adults. Like day care,
these centers have been established by private agencies with
federal funds from Social Rehabilitation for Aid to the Blind,
Old Age Assistance, and Aid to the Totally Disabled of HEW,
Title XIV. Like day care, the funding provides for 75 percent
federal funds, to be matched by 25 percent local funds.

Our center provides such a program for 247 severely
handicapped and mentally retarded persons, 18 years of age
and older. The program is also conducted through a contrac-
tual arrangement with the County Social Services Department
which serves as the fiscal agent. ,Public recreation and park
departments, as well as private recreation agencies, are eligi-
ble for both day care and social rehabilitation funds which also
include the cost of transportation. The fact that federal funds
can be used to purchase day care and social rehabilitation serv-
ices from public and private agencies on a contractual basis,
is, in my opinion, the most significant discovery for permanent
financing of recreation programs for the handicapped in a com-
munity setting. A minor requirement for eligibility for these
funds is that agencies must be licensed by the Department of
Public Health or some other designated agency. Programs
providing 75 percent federal funds generate three dollars for
every one dollar provided from local sources. Local funds
may come from a variety of sources, such as foundations,
individuals, or such public funds as subsidies from recreationand park departments. For example, the Recreation Center
for the Handicapped used a $125, 000 Recreation and Park De-
partment subsidy to generate $375, 000 more (a total of
$500, 000) to cover both Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
dren (day care) and Aid to Totally Disabled (social rehabilita-
tion) programs. Recreation and park departments can use the
"in-kind" principle and provide relevant materials, such as
facilities, for matching funds. Some county welfare depart-
ments supply matching funds for agencies conducting these
programs. 7

7Janet Pomeroy, "Financing Community Recreation Programs
for the Handicapped and Retarded: Resources, Procedures,
Services," mimeographed (San Francisco: Recreation Cen-
ter for the Handicapped, Inc., 1971).
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Funds are also available at the state level. In California,funds for the purchase of services, including recreation, areprovided by the State Department of Public Health through
regional centers for the mentally retarded, and by the State
Department of Mental Hygiene through community mental healthservices. The former is 100 percent state financed, the latteris financed by a state-county formula.

Regional Centers for the Mentally Retarded

The present consensus that the retarded benefit greatlyfrom a home atmosphere has led to the concept of a communitycenter that provides the multidisciplinary services they requirewhile allowing them to remain at home or in a foster home. InCalifornia, for example, the establishment of regional centersas an alternative to state hospital placement, has made it pos-sible for families to receive lifetime diagnostic counseling,
evaluation, and referral services near their homes.

The advent of these services has not only encouraged
families to keep the severely handicapped and mentally retarded
at home, but they have also made community placement possi-ble for persons who have been institutionalized all their lives.

Community Mental Health Services. In San Francisco,
community group homes have been established by the State De-
partment of Social Services to accommodate the constantly in-creasing numbers of mentally retarded who have returned to thecommunity from state institutions. This sudden influx has cre-
ated an urgent need for recreation programs at the community
and neighborhood levels. Community mental health services
have responded to this need by purchasing recreation servicesfrom our center on a contractual basis. To date, the center hasserved over 400 of these persons. We have graduated 111 into
public recreation, and still have a waiting list of 73 previously
institutionalized retarded and handicapped in need of recreation.

PROFESSIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO RECREATION
AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED

American Association for Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation

Professional associations have made significant contribu-tions to the promotion of community recreation and physical
education for handicapped. In 1965, a National Task Force on
Recreation and Physical Fitness for the retarded and handi-
capped, cosponsored by the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation
and AAHPER. was established to provide:

1. Leadership preparation
2. Research
3. Interpretation and program development
4. Consultive services.
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This project has encouraged and stimulated the develop-
ment of programs for the handicapped and retarded in commun-
ities around the nation through workshops, placement and staff
services, surveys, publications, information services, legis-
lation, public education, public relations, and by conducting
national, state, and district conferences. More recently, the
project broadened its scope to encompass all handicapping con-
ditions, and the program has now become a permanent, Unit on
Programs for the Handicapped under AAHPER. Among the
project's significant achievements for 1970 to 1971 was an insti-
tute to, Develop Guidelines for Graduate Professional Prepara-
tion Programs in physical Education and Recreation for the
Handicapped. This was funded by the Bureau of Education of
HEW.

National Recreation and Park Association

The National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) has
provided many years of consulting services on recreation for
the ill and handicapped. In addition, it has published many ma-
terials on recreation for the handicapped, including an extensive
bibliography, literature kit, and helpful articles in two monthly
journals, Parks and Recreation Magazine and Communique.

The National Therapeutic Recreation Society (NTRS), a
professional branch of the NRPA, includes a large number of
standing and special committees concerned with such activities
as legislation, conducting institutes, national and regional con-
ferences, services for the aging, drug addiction, handicapped
children and adults, research, community mental health pro-
grams and professional development, and standards and educa-
tion of recreation therapists. The society also publishes a
quarterly, Journal of Therapeutic Recreation, that features a
wide variety of articles concerning recreation and physical
education for the retarded and handicapped.

Recently, the American Parks and Recreation Society
joined with the NTRS in adopting a resolution urging year-
round public programs for the handicapped and employment of
trained professionals in conducting such programs. The reso-
lution was adopted by the national council of the NRPA. Other,
more recent resolutions express the concern of the NTRS over
the trend toward segregating programs and services for the
handicapped, and the need for federal legislation which would
make professionally-directed recreation agencies eligible for
funds for establishing programs.

American Association on Mental Deficiency

The American Association on Mental Deficiency has or-
ganized a subsection to handle recreation and to help in plan-
ning, organizing,. and conducting recreation and physical
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education programs. It conducts research studies, confer-
ences, institutes, and publishes the Journal on Mental Retarda-
tion which has frequent articles on recreation and physical
education programs.

The Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation

This foundation supports summer day camps; sponsors
institutes, international symposiums, physical fitness clinics,
the National Olympics for the Retarded, public information and
relations; and works with universities and colleges in prepar-
ing personnel and contributing toward scholarships for students
to work with the retarded.

Information CenterRecreation for the Handicapped,
Little Grassy Facilities, Southern Illinois University

This center provides many recreation services for the
handicapped, such as publishing the monthly ICRH Newsletter,
providing kits on camping and physical fitness, and providing
films on recreation and camping.

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COMMUNITY RECREATION
PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED AND RETARDED

Municipal Recreation Departments

A review of community recreation programs indicates
that, while interest in these services for the handicapped and
retarded is increasing, at this time only a limited number of
public recreation and park agencies have extended their serv-
ices to include programs for the handicapped.

The consultant to the Recreational Research Institute of
New York estimated that there are only between 400 and 500
community recreation programs in the United States being
conducted for the handicapped and mentally retarded that are
sponsored by public departments and voluntary agencies.
Problems in conducting these programs were defined by pro-
fessional consultants, researchers, and practitioners as
follows:

1. Recreation departments have, in the past, never
budgeted or planned for the handicapped.

2. Public recreation and voluntary agencies in the past
lacked staff members with adequate training and
experience in recreation for the handicapped.

3. Recreation departments are always geared to mass
programs and gross statistical records needed for
annual budgeting.

4. Programs for the handicapped were more costly
because of the need for attention to individuals and
small groups.
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5. Architectural barriers existed everywhere in the
community as well as in the recreation facilities.

6. Transportation was expensive, and in most instances
was inappropriate or completely lacking.

7. Problems of accident and liability insurance. 8
These problems are legitimate concerns for departments,

but we believe that they can all be solved. In most instances,
the solution lies with in-service education and demonstration
programs, and especially in utilizing the federal and state
funds now available for recreation and transportation.

Selected Examples of Municipal Programs

San Francisco. A special services for handicapped divi-
sion is a new concept in providing recreation for the mentally
retarded and handicapped in municipal departments. An exam-
ple of this is the San Francisco Recreation and Park Department
which employs two full-time staff members. Programs for the
mentally retarded and handicapped are conducted at three com-
munity centers where approximately 300 are participating.
Recreation leaders and playground directors from the depart-
ment conduct weekly programs. An advisory council consisting
of representatives from voluntary public and private health,
education, recreation, and welfare agencies assists the staff in
coordinating services, public information, and education; rec-
ommending recreation programs; conducting conferences; and
studying needs.

Another unique concept which has also been instituted by
the San Francisco department, is the purchase of recreation
services on a contractual basis from a private recreation
agency. This department purchases these services from our
center for severely handicapped and mentally retarded who are
unable to participate in regular programs with the nonhandi-
capped. Several other departments in California and around
the nation have programs similar to that of San F rancisco.

Washington, D. C. 9An outstanding municipal recreation
program for the mentally retarded which could certainly serve
as a model for other communities is found in Washington, D. C.

This program was initiated in 1962 with a summer day
camp funded by the Kennedy Foundation and service clubs. A

8Morton Thompson, "The Status of Recreation for the Handi-
capped as Related to Community and Voluntary Agencies,"
in Proceedings of (Study) Conference on Research and Demon-
stration Needs (Washington, D. C.: AAHPER, NRPA, Bureau
of Education, 1969): 27.

9William Hillman, Jr. and Helen Jo Mitchell, "The Municipal
Recreation Department and Recreation Services for the Men-
tally Retarded," Therapeutic Recreation Journal 3 (1969):
32-35.
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survey to determine the number of mentally retarded in the
District of Columbia disclosed that there were 7,000, out of a
total population of approximately 764, 000. A director-
coordinator of mental retardation programs was ultimately
employed by the department to assume overall responsibility
for program development and staff training. In 1965 the budget
request for recreation for the retarded was approved by Con-
gress. Since then, the department's program has developed
as follows:

1. It now has an enrollment of 450 people between the
ages of 4 and 37. Approximately 65 percent are
severely retarded; 20 percent, mildly retarded;
and 15 percent, profoundly retarded.

2. Recreation programs are conducted six days a week
throughout the six centers. Three summer day
camps are conducted for eight weeks.

3. Programs are primarily of the sheltered type, but
participants are encouraged to become involved in
nonsheltered programs. Activities include arts
and crafts, music, dance, self-help skills, bowling,
modified games and sports, and trips into the com-
munity.

4. A staff of 46 full-time recreation personnel, plus
additional summer staff, conducts the program
with the help of many volunteers, primarily from
high schools and universities. The staff is guided
by an advisory committee of professionals in the
field of recreation and mental retardation services.

5. Transportation is provided by the department, and
utilizes five buses and five full-time drivers.

6. The programs are financed through the allocation of
funds from the department, local service clubs,
community organizations, parents' clubs, and indi-
vidual citizens.

Problems of Leaders and Training. One of the problems
mentioned in conducting municipal recreation programs for the
retarded and handicapped was the lack of adequately trained
staff. Most departments operating programs for the retarded
are using their regular personnel and conducting in-service
education programs to prepare them to work with these persons.

Experience at our center reveals that the most success-
ful leaders in community recreation for the retarded and handi-
capped have been those who have worked in municipal recreation
programs with the nonhandicapped, and have professional train-
ing and background in general community recreation. Recently,
we have discovered that the trend toward comprehensive plan-
ning for community-based services for the retarded requires a
great deal of expertise in community organization and in work-
ing with such people as doctors, therapists, and parents.
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The trend away from institutionalizing the retarded and
severely handicapped in favor of community placement also has
implications for the therapeutic recreation professional whose
training is designed for working in hospitals and treatment
centers with the ill and disabled.

Transportation. The need for transportation, which
emerged as one of the major problems in establishing recrea-
tion programs, is also being solved by some municipal agen-
cies. While some departments, such as the one in Washington,
D. C. , are providing financial assistance for this service,
most of the transportation available for programs conducted
by municipal departments is provided by cooperative agencies.
The current provision of federal funding for programs which
include transportation should alleviate some of the problems.

Since its inception, our center has found it essential to
own and operate its own buses for participants unable to use
public transportation. At present we have 10 buses and 16
drivers for day and evening shifts.

Architectural Barriers. Today, even architectural bar-
riers are being eliminated through the enactment of legislation.
All new public buildings constructed with federal funds for
public use must be designed to accommodate the handicapped
and elderly.

Some communities are also demonstrating that even the
most severely physically handicapped people, including the
bedfast, can use regular recreation and park facilities. If
adaptations are made, they are usually minor.

School Recreation Programs

While physical education programs are being conducted
in many schools for the handicapped, school recreation pro-
grams for the retarded and handicapped appear to be somewhat
lacking. This is particularly true in California, where there
are little, if any, day or after-school recreation programs
provided by the Department of Education. In some instances,
children are picked up at school by private agencies and taken
to recreation programs and swimming pools. Currently, a
community advisory council to the San Francisco Recreation
and Park Department is working to encourage schools for the
retarded and handicapped to use the over-ride tax, which is
appropriated for recreation, to conduct day and/or after-
school programs for these children. The committee is also
exploring methods at the state level to convert compulsory
summer school programs for the handicapped into camping
and recreation programs which are felt to be much more
beneficial.

From our experience, it appears that special education
teachers and administrators are becoming increasingly aware
of the benefits of recreation activities. In lesson plans they
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are scheduling some recreation goals and objectives, realizingthat some children cannot be reached through academic E ab-jects.

Voluntary Health and Welfare Agencies

Voluntary agencies associated with the mentally retardedand handicapped have initiated and conducted most of the com-munity recreation and camping programs that have been estab-lished.
In the early 1950s, National Aid to Retarded Children(NARC) was the major agency in providing recreation andcamping programs for the mentally retarded. Currently,NARC sponsors over 250 day camps and 200 residential campsin addition to other recreational activities. One of NARC'sgoals is to work with local public and private recreation agen-cies to include the retarded in community recreation programs.

Private Recreation Agencies

There seems to be an increase in the ( ztablishment ofprivate recreation agencies for the handicapped. In terms offlexibility, private recreation agencies frequently have manyadvantages in comparison with municipal agencies. While ourown agency, for example, has worked closely with the SanFrancisco department for 19 years, it has had considerablymore freedom to pioneer the many aspects of operating com-munity recreation programs.
Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts have for many years con-ducted community recreation and camping programs for thementally retarded and handicapped. Large numbers of theseboys and girls belong to scout units in various communitiesthroughout the nation. Scouting handbooks for the mentallyretarded have been published by these associations, and Na-tional Jamborees are held for handicapped Boy Scouts.The YMCAs. Some of the YMCAs are also active in pro-viding recreation programs, particularly in swimming andcamping, for the mentally retarded and handicapped. An out-standing program in swimming for the mentally retarded hasbeen developed by the Longview, Washington, YMCA. Work-shops and in-service training progi . are being conductedin physical activities and recreation or the retarded andhandicapped.

In California, a YMCA camp and its staff cpmbined withour center staff to conduct a very successful resident campingprogram for severely handicapped and profoundly retarded,including bedfast persons. The only adaptation required inthe use of the camp facility was the installation of one rampfor wheelchairs for one cabin.
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Highlights of In-iovativc Programs in the United States,
as reported by Dr. Julian Stein, Director of Unit
Programs for the Handicapped, AAHPER10

Hamilton, Ohio. Mentally retarded students developed a
complete outdoor education facility including a bicycle trail,
two dams, totem poles, council rings, BB-rifle shooting range,
archery range, walking trails, all purpose areas, and a pitch
and Putt golf course. This facility is now used by all school
children and people in the community.

Camp Confidence. Camp Confidence is a portion of the
Northern Minnesota Therapeutic Camp and is connected with
Minnesota's Brainerd State Hospital. The program is con-
ducted throughout the year with appropriate activities accord-
ing to the season. A great deal of winter programming has
shown what these groups r. a n do in such activitie s snow
mobiling, skiing, toboganning, ice fishing, and s. w sculpture.

Partlow State Hospital (Alabama). Partlow State Hos-
pital has an exhibition tumbling/gymnastics team that consists
of trainable and below retarded youngsters who put on demon-
strations throughout the state. They .--e one of the real
show-stoppers in a special clinic of the resident's Council
on Physical Fitness and Sports. Maxin._1.n IQ of the group is
about 35.

Wilderness Camping. There are many examples of
groups participating in various kinds of wilderness camping
experiences including canoeing, mountain climbing, and truly
out in the woods camping where privvys had to be dug. These
programs are being conducted with retarded and handicapped
people of all ages, abilities, and descriptions.

Fitness Tr sting. Increasingly, retarded youngsters who
have the benefit of an appropriate physical education program
are performing various fitness test items at levels comen-
surate with nonretarded populations. T1- specific nature of
motor activity and learning is being shown more and more.
An individual who is strong in one area may be weak in another
and vice versa. Little transfer occurs between gross and fine
motor activities, gross and other gross motor acts, and among
various fine motor activities.

Homebound Recreation Program. In San Francisco our
newest program is a mobile service to bring recreatioi pecial-
ists into the homes of the severely retarded and handicapped.
The program serves 159 physically handicapped and mentally
retarded children and adults who are t)o severely disabled to
take part in programs conducted at the center's f,.cilities.

10From personal correspond:Ace with Dr. Julian U. Stein
More information on the following programs can be obtailLed
by writing to: Unit Programs foe the Handicapped, AAHPER,
1201 16th Street, N. W. , Washington, D. C. 20036.
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This program originated as a result of the center's waiting listof severely retarded and handicapped individuals in all agebrackets. Adults, particularly the elderly, are in special needof this kind of help to overcome the isolation that results frombeing homebound for long periods of time. Many of those be-ing served by the mobile program are severely handicapped
teenagers and adults who have returned from state institutionsto foster care homes in the community. The range of activitiesin the homebound program inclu-!es table games, sewing, artsand crafts, music and drama, and physical exercise. A bustransports those ready for brief periods of outdoor activity andcontact with other homebound individuals.

Adult Education Instructors at the Recreation Center forthe Handicapped, San Francisco, California. Another innova-tion is the use of adult education instructors from communitycolleges. Currently, six persons working 20 hours a weekconduct classes in in-service training for staff and parent edu-cation. Activities for the handicapped and retarded includehealth education, political science, journalism, music, anddrama.

PROJECTIONS

Some Philosophical Views

It is enlightening to review some of the current develop-ments. However, it is even more challenging to try to predictwhat effect some of the current trends will have on programs,leadership, facilities, transportation, and financing in thefuture. The trend away from institutionalization and medicaltreatment in favor of rehabilitative training in the communityfor the handicapped and retarded will, I believe, have a greatimpact on recreation and physical education for these personsIn an article, "Twenty Predictions about the Future ofResidential Services in Mental Retardation," the author states:
The concept of the "institution" will disappear; instead,a broader concept of "residential service" will take itsplace... affording intimate contact with ordinary citizensand ordinary community resources... In the future,residences will increasingly be viewed as places in whichto sleep, eat two meals, and do some of one's living.
Children in residences will go to public community
schools; community physicians, clinics, and hospitalswill attend to medical problems; work training and place-ment will be in schools, sheltered workshops, and/orbusiness establishments in the community. Swimming,bowling, dancing, movies, and such will all be sharedwith the nonretarded in the community; shopping will be
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in ordinary community stores and shopping centers
rather than in canteens. 11
The Principle of Normalization which is generally

accepted as a sound basis for residential care for the retarded
and handicapped, also embraces this concept. The Principle
of Normalization is the much-praised Scandinavian retardation
program which states:

The Normalization Principle means making available to
the mentally retarded, pattern and conditions of every-
day lift- which are as close as possible to the norms and
patterns of mainstreams of society. 12

Hostels in the community provide homelike surroundings
and normal rhythms of life and participation in activities. To
create z homelike atmosphere in cottage-type facilities many
things are needed, such as rugs, drapes, lamps, sofas, private
bathrooms, and small dining areas, with private or semiprivate
bedrooms. It is my understanding that through normalization
legislation the Scandinavian countries have done away with state
institutions for the handicapped and retarded.

As larger numbers of these individuals remain closer to
home, more retarded and handicapped individuals will become
the responsibility of public schools and community recreation
departments. Increasing emphasis and attention will be given
to public education and public relations regarding programs
for the retarded and handicapped. Recreation and physical
activity programs will provide an excellent base for these
efforts to reach the general public.

Along with these concepts, I believe that the provision of
recreation for the retarded and handicapped will ultimately be
recognized by all communities as an essential part of compre-
hensive services. It will be considered:

1. A need and a right of handicapped and retarded per-
sons as citizens and as taxpayers of the community

2. A very important segment in the total growth and
development of the retarded and handicapped.
Recreation programs can help these People learn
self-help skills, socialization, physical development,
and improvementprerequisites for school and voca-
tionai training and placement. For example, during
the past six years, our center has served approxi-
mately 575 multihandicapped children who were not

11Wolf We ,ensberger, "Twenty Predictions about the Future
of Residential Services in Mental Retardation," Mental
Retardation 4 (Dec. 1969): 51-52.

12Philip Roos, "Normalization, De-Humanization, and Condi-
tioningConflict or Harmony?" Mental Retardation 5
(August 1970): 12-14).
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accepted in any school. To date, 350 of these chil-
dren have improved sufficiently to be accepted in city
schools for the retarded, or in special classes in
regular schools. In some dramatic instances, a few
were enrolled in regular classes in regular schools.

The provision of comprehensive services for the handi-
capped and the retarded at the state and community level will
focus on the total person, rather than on the handicap.

Many voluntary agencies have specialized in certain types
of handicaps to bring attention to the needs of these groups.
They must now let go and join with other agencies to facilitate
comprehensive planning for the total person. State comprehen-
sive planning, where legislation has provided funding for all
types of handicapped and retarded, will force agencies to plan
and work together for a continuum of services. This will help
eliminate the overlap of services and fund-raising and the gaps
in services created by agencies with vested interests who are
afraid of losing their identity and causes.

Some state departments of education are also moving in
the direction of noncategorizing in schools and in teacher train-
ing and preparation. These states include Texas, South Carolina,
Hawaii, Maryland, and Virginia.

Organization of Programs

In organizing community recreation programs for the
mentally retarded and handicapped, emphasis will continue to
be placed upon the need for public-priliate partnership. It is
believed that recreation leaders, public and private agencies,
and administrators particularly, will begin to develop a broader
concept of recreation and its use and importance in the educative
process of the retarded and handicapped. Administrative poli-
cies will be more flexible in programming for the handicapped
and mentally retarded. For example:

1. A more flexible p)licy for enrollment will include the
multihandicapped, with the realization that even the
multihandicapped retarded have basically the same
needs as all others and can participate in and benefit
from all types of recreation activities in the commun-
ity. They can also use the regular facilities available
to everyone else.

2. Mobile recreation for homebound handicapped will
fulfill the need for satellite programs by using neigh-
borhood facilities such as churches, social halls, and
group homes.

3. Some community recreation programs for the re-
tarded will have to be concerned with nutrition and
the necessity for providing some food. At our center,
the staff discovered that the preschool children's
erratic behavior in the morning was caused more
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from hunger than from emotional disturbance or other
conditions. Most of them had not had breakfast. Now
they are given breakfast upon arrival at 9:00 A. M., a
hot lunch at 12:30 P. M., and a snack before leaving
for home at 3:00 P. M.

4. Community recreation leaders and administrators will
have to recognize the need to work more closely with
medical and Kara- medical teams. They must develop
a feeling of security in the area of recreation, and its
importance and uniqueness in the total development of
the retarded.

Leadership

It is predicted that recreation and physical education for
the handicapped will gain momentum as a career, particularly
for young people who want to be creative and make positive con-
tributions to our communities.

During our 19 years of operation, our center has inspired
and encouraged hundreds of young people to enter the field of
recreation, physical education, and related fields for the handi-
capped. Many who wanted to work with the handicapped had
never heard of recreation as a career. Some have changed
their majors for professional training in recreation or physical
education. High school and junior college students serving as
volunteers at the center have found direction in a variety of fields
related to the handicapped. Dozens of field-work students and
former staff have moved on to other communities to start simi-
lar programs.

Professional preparation programs in recreation and
physical education will emphasize more practical field work
and closer relationships between theory and practice. Pro-
grams will be designed to individualize instruction according to
student needs, background, experience, and goals.

Research will become more action-oriented with projects
being done in on-going programs. Less emphasis will be placed
upon basic and theoretical types of research o that results can
be used and applied directly in programs.

New leaders working in recreation for the handicapped
will look at the whole person, not only his medical or emotional
problem. They will find his ability and potential to participate
successfully in recreation with either the handicapped or non-
handicapped. George W. Albee, who has been quoted frequently
as a result of his stimulating article, "NeededA Revolution in
Caring for the Retarded, " states that the retarded need teachers
more than they need doctors, and that:

Teachers with the right attitudes and expectations are of
critical importanceand can have a significant effect on
the development of the child's capacity to its fullest...
Too often we approach the task of teaching the retarded
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children with the expectation that they will not or cannot
learn. We have not begun to tap much of the potential of
these children, a potential that might be unlocked not only
with new techniques but with new expectations... 13

Agencies conducting recreation programs for the retarded
will challenge youth as they have never been challenged; they
will have high standards for leaders and will expect much. In
addition to the professional qualifications required, leaders
will have to possess certain attitudes and attributes which are
considered essential in creative recreation leadership. In
working with hundreds of recreation and physical education
leaders during the past 19 years, our agency considers the fol-
lowing qualities as essential, in this order:

1. Emotional stability and maturity
2. Physical stamina and energy
3. Ingenuity, resourcefulness, creativity, and flexibility
4. Exceptional patience, understanding, and tact
5. A strong commitment to health, physical education,

and recreation as integral parts of the total educative
process

6. A willingness to experiment or pioneer with new ac-
tivities, attitudes, and approaches

7. A willingness to do custodial tasks, such as feeding,
lifting, toileting, and handling wheelchairs, beds,
and cots.

The trend toward comprehensive planning for a continuum
of community services will require community recreation lead-
ers and administrators to have a great deal more training and
experience in community organization. This should be required
at the undergraduate as well as the graduate level.

Types of Pr3grams

In all recreation programs for the handicapped and re-
tarded we will be concerned with the whole person and how he
can be totally involved in the community. In focusing on the
individual, opportunities will be provided for the retarded to
participate with the nonretarded in those activities in which he
is successful.

Both separated and integrated programs for the retarded
will continue to be neededwith emphasis on ultimately inte-
grating the retarded with the nonretarded in all community
recreation programs.

In .program planning, normal children or adults will be
used as a frame of reference. This assumes that even the
most profoundly retarded can benefit from, and should be able
to use, all recreation and community resources available to

13George W. Albee, "Needed, A Revolution in Caring for the
Retarded, " Trans-action 5 (Jan. -Feb. 1967): 37-42.
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other children and adults. In line with this concept, our stafftakes the children and adults to public parks, playgrounds,
museums, airports, concerts, theaters, restaurants, andshipping centers so that they can participate with normal per-sons. The mildly or moderately retarded have also been takenon cable car, bus, and elevator rides, on snow trips at Squaw
Valley where they spent their first night away from home, andon trips to a farm and wilderness camping in the High Sierras.
Adults have taken trips to Las Vegas where they enjoyed thenight spots and gambling.

Emphasis will be placed upon the need for new methods,
approaches, and techniques for stimulating and motivating thehandicapped and retarded, particularly those who have been
previously isolated in institutions, or for children who havebeen kept in their cribs from 8 to 10 years. Examples of someof the practical approaches we have found to be important are:1. The staff is not afraid of hurting a child by conducting

rough and tumble activities on indoor mats or on
grassy outdoor areas. Even bedfast children are
given the opportunity to ride piggy-back and to wrestleon the floor or in the grass with the leaders. Childrenwho have been confined to their cribs most of their
lives have learned to sit up and to stand and to walk
when muscles were gradually strengthened in physi-cal activities such as these.

2. A new concept is called compatibility grouping.
Grouping is achieved primarily by chronological age.
Within one group will be many types of multihandi-
capped. For example, children and adults who havethe same type of handicap, such as cerebral palsy,
are not grouped according to handicap, but by chrono-
logical age, compatibility, social level, and individualneed. 14

3. The handicapped and retarded learn more by being ac-
tively involved. For example, when a child squeezeswater out of a sponge, or uses an egg beater in soap
suds in kitchen utensil play, he develops a longer
attention span and gains self-confidence and self-
esteem by mastering manipulation of the materials. 154. The staff is aware that through sensory experiences
a lot of learning takes place; therefore, sensory ex-
periences are not taught, but lived daily. Childrenand adults learn the smells and tastes of foods. Onnature walks to the camp site, beach, and zoological
gardens, they are given many opportunities for living

14Rochelle Myers, "Compatability Grouping, " Challenge 3(Sept. 1968): 6-9.
15Rochelle Myers, "Egg Beaters, Corn Meal and Recreation,"Challenge 2 (March 1967): 8-9.
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sensory experiences. During the sound, feel, smell,
and sight walks, they are encouraged to identify the
sound of a squirrel, a bird, or waves on the ocean.
They feel a pinecone, a rock, or a shell, and smell
the salt air of the ocean, burning wood, or the fra-
grance of a wild flower.

Some of the practical learning experiences enjoyed most by
previously institutionalized retarded are:

1. Trips to the zoo, where they learn to identify animals.
2, Walks through neighborhoods, where they see different

types of houses, flowers, trees, shopping centers,
lunch counters, automobiles, and a nursery.

3. Learning to use public transportation, recognizing the
number of a bus (after they've learned to read).

4. Home-making skills such as cooking, sewing, identi-
fying cooking utensils, table setting, proper manners
while dining, and proper use of knives, forks, etc.

5. Health education, i. e. personal grooming, make-up,
hair styling, proper clothing. Men have learned how
to shave, comb their hair, brush their teeth, and
shine their shoes.

6. Learning to read and write, count, tell time, and
talk on the telephone.

7. Developing hobbies that can be enjoyed at home, such
as card games, knitting, crocheting, scrap books,
and leather craft.

8. Physical fitness, such as learning to swim, run, and
jump, or taking part in Special Olympics in the local
community.

9. Cultural activities, such as learning the culture of a
country.

10. Drama and theater. Plays and productions can be
presented in the community. "The Little Prince,"
was performed by our teenagers at San Francisco
City College and San Francisco State College for spe-
cial education and recreation majors, other students,
and for retarded and handicapped students in local
schools. The cast consisted of blind, severely re-
tarded, emotionally disturbed, and physically handi-
capped nonretarded.

11. Service projects such as making items for Children's
Hospital, or making trays, planting succulents, or
making pottery items for a home for the elderly.

Facilities, Equipment, and Supplies

All facilities, as well as equipment and supplies, can be
adapted for use in recreation programs for the retarded and
handicapped. Persons working with even the severely multi-
handicapped retarded will eventually realize that it is not
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special facilities we need, but more people. With help, even
bedfast persons can participate in any community recreation
program utilizing regular facilities. A bedfast person can
swing, slide down a slide, or ride a horse if he is held by an-
other person. Special playground equipment is not needed.

Financing

One of the most significant acts of legislation that should
greatly enhance the provision of recreation and physical educa-
tion is the Developmental Disabilities Services and Facilities
Construction Act (Public Law 91-517).16

It appears that this act will include all handicaps. The
most significant part requires that the funds must be used to
supplement, expand, and enrich programs and cannot be used
to replace the :-urrent level of funding.

The act provides for developing and implementing a com-
prehensive plan, service, construction of facilities, training
of specialized personnel, demonstration of improved techniques
of services, and training grants. The term 'service' means
specialized services directed toward the alleviation of a devel-
opmental disability or toward social, personal, physical, or
economic habilitation of such a person. Recreation and trans-
portation are mentioned among many other services provided.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, $105 million has been
appropriated; for fiscal year 1973, $130 million has been
appropriated. Our center has received construction funds for
a new building under the former act (Public Law 88-164), and
we expect to break ground in October of this year.

It is expected that more financial assistance will be
available from:

1 Municipal recreation departments, through the allo-
cation of their own funds or through contractual
services with private agencies

2. Schools for handicapped
3. Voluntary agencies dealing with the handicapped
4. United Crusades
5. Foundations, service clubs, fraternal organizations,

and other private groups.

Transportation17

Every community will have to solve the problem of trans-
portation and insurance, particularly for the severely handi-
capped and retarded unable to use public transportation. This

16Public Law 91-517, "Developmental Disabilities Services."
(op. cit. )

17 Janet Pomeroy, Recreation for the Physically Handicapped
(New York: Macmillan Co., 1964), pp. 128-137.
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can be done partly through public-private partnership and
partly through federal funds covering transportation.

CONCLUSIONS

It is my firm belief that:
1. Enough studies have been made
2. Enough programs have been pioneered
3. There are sufficient models, demonstrations,

philosophical concepts, guidelines, financial
resources, facilities, and leadership for starting
and/ or expanding recreation and physical education
programs for the handicapped and retarded. It is
also my strong belief that every community has the
potential for initiating and conducting these pro-
grams. We have to be bold, courageous, and have
the tenacity to act rather than talk.

We must move away from the stage where recreators
talk to recreators, physical educators talk to physical edu-
cators, social workers talk to social workers, and doctors
talk to doctors. Let's talk to each otherto those in all dis-
ciplines and services relating to the handicapped and re-
tarded, and above all, to the citizen in the community. The
need of the handicapped for recreation and physical education
is a concern in which everyone has a stake.
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New Developments
in Preprimary

and Primary Education
LAURA MAE BROWN

Supervisor of Elementary Physical Education
Webster Grove Public Schools

Webster Grove, Missouri

One of this century's new ideas is that the very youngchild can, and in many cases, must learn outside the home.For many years, people who have cared about and have studiedthe behavior of the child have stressed the importance of theearly years in setting the patterns of a lifetime. But it is onlyrecently that the nursery school movement has accelerated andeducators have begun thinking in terms of early childhood edu-cation for all who can benefit.
This movement toward preprimary education has beenand is continuing to be encouraged by (1) the need for womento work outside the home, (2) the concentration of populationin large cities, and (3) the innovative, experimental climateof our technological times. These and other factors have cre-ated the need throughout the world for public nursery schoolsand day care centersin short, appropriate environments forthe very young child to live in and thus to learn inaccording

to the cultural goals of the country.
My pleasure today is to report on new developments in

preprimary and primary education in our country. I will, ofcourse, emphasize the contributions that physical educationand dance are making to the total status of our early childhoodand elementary school education. At this point, you will beinterested to know about the foremost recommendation at theDecember 1970 White House Conference on Children. The
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conferees said that their first concern was "the need for
comprehensive family-oriented child development programs,including health services, day care, and early childhood edu-cati,n." This Conference is held every 10 years. Thus,rec,)mmendations become long-term directives for the futureof children. You can see, then, that the priority given therecommendation for early childhood education means a greatdeal to us who are working to get educationally sound programsfor all children. At this moment, major pieces of legislationaffecting early childhood education are very near to passage.Educators are working very hard to see that the new nationallegislation includes the components we believe to be good foryoung children. Most important of these are:

1. Community and therefore family involvement inplanning and programs.
2. Provision for as many children as possible, but

especially for those who need it mostchildren fromfamilies where it is necessary for the mother towork. There has, of course, been for decades theprivilege of private and parochial nurseries, but
these have been out of the reach of most children.3. Emphasis on the childhis learning, health, psycho-logical, and social needswith de-emphasis onsolely custodial care.

4. Provision for the professional preparation of leadersworking with children. This is an immediate need ifthere is to be funding for great numbers of children.
As physical educators, we see a whole new challenge inthe spread of public nurseries and day care centers. We havelong considered elementary school physical education the basisof the profession. Now we must think of this base as broadenedto include three- to five-year-old children as well.
There are also encouraging new developments in primaryor elementary education which, in our country, includes thechild from b through 14 years of age. Before mentioning these,however, I must say that there has been a decrease in fundingfor all education in our country in recent years. Budget cut-backs and the alarming numbers of young people who drop outof school, both literally and figuratively, have contributed toa crisis in education. While this crisis cannot be considereda blessing, it has forced a new approach to thinking about

children and their education.
In an attempt to vitalize learning, and thus to retain theinterest of children, there is increasing focus on the affectivedomain and its contribution to helping children develop a goodself-image and a greater desire to learn. Learning how tolearn has become an important concept, and physical educationis being challenged to make its own unique contribution.
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A second important development is in movement educa-tion. Our leaders in movement education have been focusing
on problem-solving, inquiry, discovery, and creativity in away that we have never done before. In the past, physical
education, music, art, dance, and drama have been consid-
ered frillsat least when education money was scarce. Now
there is a trend to see them as activities through which children
can realize the fuller potential within themselves in a schoolsetting. Movement education is helping them learn to learn.

EleMentary educators are also seeing music, art, dance,
and physical education as a means of teaching particular con-cepts. Movement as a medium for learning things other than
psychomotor skills opens a very real opportunity for the physi-
cal education profession to lead the way. Northern Illinois
University in De Kalb and Towson State College, Maryland, arenow offering courses for early childhood teachers in which art,
science, mathematics, and physical education are integrated
through lessons planned around a single concept, such as bal-ance or force. It is an example of our move toward integratinglearning through interdisciplinary planningor to put it anotherway, of helping a child learn through ways that make learning
meaningful and self-fulfilling. As we know, physical education
has much to offer in these areas.

As we all know, sports, games, and dance have had aproud history as a means of fostering international communica-
tion and bringing people together through play and recreation toreach greater dimensions of understanding. In the 1970s wehope to add some of this cultural heritage to the lives of youngchildren through the current trend toward greater integrationof their learning.

Another factor is operating in favor of elementary schoolphysical education. With more and more educators interestedin multidisciplinary approaches, motor activity is becoming
increasingly important as a means for helping the child with
learning difficulties. A great deal is already being done tohelp handicapped children through physical education and motoractivity. Now more perceptual-motor programs are emergingfor the normal child. While research lags and little is knownfor certain about the role of motor skills in learning, the pro-fession is moving to increase the studies in this field. At thesame time, physical education is helping the slow learner andthe physically handicapped to become more fully functioning
individuals, and we are receiving recognition and acclaim forour practice in this regard.

Movement education is moving steadily ahead, and we
are developing the strong leadership required to continue thepush for the needed research.

One rather surprising development is that the number of
elementary physical education specialists is increasing in spiteof limited school funds. The reason revolves around the
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result of negotiation by classroom teachers for released timewhich has resulted in a need for music, art, and physical edu-cation specialists to relieve the teacher in those areas in whichhe may feel less confidence. Hence, chances are increasingfor primary school children to have a sound physical education.An interesting development lies in the trend to teach youngchildren by using arts and humanities, including dance, music,and physical education, as the core for other learnings. TheAmerican Association for Health, Physical Education, andRecreation is one of four sponsors of a national project to trythis approach in five model programs. The hope is that themodels will stimulate similar programs on a broad scale. Theproject, IMPACT, is funded by the U. S. Office of Education(USOE).
Another significant project currently funded by the USOEis its model day care center. Some 50 children of USOE em-ployees will attend the center. This program has been devel-oped through research projects which have received nearly$100 million in grants awarded annually by the National Centerfor Educational Research and Development.
The center has nearly 7, 000 square feet of space withplay areas constructed on several levels. The 50 childrenrepresent a heterogeneous mixture of three-, four-, and five-year-olds. They come from homes representing a wide incomerange. Five of them (10 percent), are physically handicapped.In addition to a director, the staff will consist of three teachersand three teacher aides.
Another interesting development is the release of filmsfor teaching the primary school child. Two excellent new onesare A Time to Move and Dance For Joy. These, with otheraudiovisual resources for young children, are listed on a sheetwhich will be available to you. A Time To Move focuses on themeaning of movement for the three- and four-year-old. DanceFor Joy features two-, three-, and four-year-old children.There is much large motor activity and learnings about space,time, force, and flow.

An exciting event of the past year illustrates the kind ofaction our national organizations can take to improve educationfor children il r ebruary, AAHPER and the National Associa-tion for the Education of Young Children sponsored a joint con-ference on the education of young children. It was one of thetwo AAHPER president's conferences held during my year aspresident. The conference was given great impetus byAAHPER's Consultant for Elementary Education, Dr. MargieHanson, who has streased the need for interdisciplinary rela-tionships with educators in other specialty fields.
Our early childhood education conference brought to-gether outstanding leaders in physical education, dance, andearly childhood education. One of the finest speakers wasKeturah Whitehurst, professor of psychology at Virginia State
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College, Petersburg. She urged a "new conceptualization ofdevelopmentan integrative philosophy of learningeven a new,common language by which we can communicate with each ot!,c.rwithout the hang-ups imposed upon us by our compartmental-ized learning." Her word. underline the pronounced trendtoward integrated learning and stress or focus on the individual.Dr. Whitehurst showed her great understanding of thebeautiful part that movement plays in the lives of young chil-dren.
It means freedom to them ... and life ... self-discovery
... discovery of their physical and social environment ...it means safety, which in some cultures might be trans-lated as survival ... it means communication ... enjoy-ment and sensuous pleasure ... it means acceptance, byone's friends and by significant others. The teaching ofmovement to children i5 what makes our profession suchan exciting one, and we are happy to report that the 1970spromise much for primary and preprimary physical edu-cation in our country.
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Movement Education
K. MARTYN-JOHNS

President
British Association of Organizers

and Lecturers of Physical Education
Morden, Surrey, England

You may have heard the well-known Chinese story of the
centipede who became immobilized and died of starvation be-
cause he was ordered always to move his 78th leg first, and to
use his other legs in a particular numerical order. The story
is often quoted as a warning against the presumption of attempt-
ing to explain movement rationally. Clearly, the unfortunate
creature was the victim of purely mechani-al regulation that
had little to do with the free-flowing art of moveme

Man moves in order to satisfy a need; he aims his move-
ment toward something of value to him. It is easy to recognize
the aim of a person's movement when it is directed to some
tangible object. Yet, there also exist intangible values that
inspire movement.

The primitive joy of movement has been known by every-one at sometime or other. Most of us remember the childish
delight of hopping on one leg, or twirling around until the
world waltzed by us. There may also be a memory of an
adult order telling us to stop fidgeting, or to find something
quiet to do. For others, the joy of moving may have been
developed by the objective satisfaction of games, the social
intercourse of folk or ballroom dancing, or the practical tech-
nique of craftmanship. For all of us, movement is the great
link between ourselves and every other form of life. We see,
therefore, that movement involves invention, execution, andspiritually vitalizing effects.
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Man alone has the power of self-reflection, and his innerurge to move has to be assimilated into the acquisition of ex-ternal skill. Movement is the first way a child expresses him-self. It is the way he explores his physical powers and investi-gates his environment. The development of movement dependson original action and thought by each individual child. Al-though he moves and grows according to the nature of his kind,he is also subject to the natural laws of movement.Gravity is the force which pulls everything towards thecenter of the earth. In order to move, this force must beovercome by energy and so in all orders of life we see arhythmic cycle o waxing and waning energies.
The quality of movement is like color in painting andharmony in music. While line and design delight the eye andmove one to aesthetic appreciation, it is the dynamic qualityin movement that speaks to the emotions and conveys the humancontent of the movement.
To develop this quality it is necessary to understand andexperience the elements from which it springs and the motionfactors towards which the moving person adopts a definite atti-tude.
Energy. Energy can be referred to in terms of growingtensionintense tension with maximum resistance, or increas-ing relaxation with minimum resistance. With no energy,strength, or power there can be no movement.
Space. Central movement starts near the main part ofthe limbs or at the junction of a limb with the trunk (torso), orat the center of the body. In working outward from the centralstarting point, the design of the movement is curved and un-dulating. Peripheral movement starts at the extremity of alimb or at the point farthest away from the center of the body.In all examples of peripheral movement there is a characteris-tic directness, and the design is a direct or undeviating one.Personal space is that area immediately around the body; allremaining area is general space. If there is no pathway ordesign, there can be no movement.
Speed or Time. Movement, as it flows away from thebody, loses speed, but gains speed when flowing inward towardthe center of the body. It can vary from slow and sustained tovery quick and sudden. Flow is the manner in which one move-ment follows anotherthe harmonious linking of movementsthat gives continuity. Bound flow occurs where movement canbe stopped immediately, if so desire. Free flow describesmovements of a more carefree or uncontrolled nature that can-not be stopped immediately. The flow of movement is influ-enced by the momentum of the body or limbs, the position ofthe body's center of gravity in relation to the part or parts incontact with the flow or its equivalent, and the attitude of mind.In the full physical education scheme, all these qualities shouldbe developed. The child and his movement are inextricablylinked and should be kept so.
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As with the primary colors, red, blue, and yellow, thequalities of movement have many gradations. It is possible to
make eight basic combinations of these fundamental element
changes, and these form the foundation of all shades of move-
ment expression. A study of the essentials of movement
requires a knowledge of the possible range of movement in all
parts of the body, the ability to observe and analyze movement,
and the understanding of how this information can be applied to
any physical activity, whether athletic, industrial, or domestic.
Such a study should lead eventually to the more economical and
efficient performance of all specific skills and techniques.

Every method should be used to enrich the quality of
children's movements. To do this, it is essential to influencetheir minds and imaginations as well as their bodies by words,
shapes, colors, rhythms and the use of apparatus to stimulate
action. Successful teaching depends on the teacher's own
observation and appreciation of what the children can do.
Observation and appreciation must be instantaneous and mustreceive a clear physical response by the teacher. It is not
enough to see what the children can do, the teacher must be
able to respond to the movements through actual bodily feeling
a kinesthetic sympathy! The natural movementswalking, run-ning, jumping, climbing, crawling, stretchingare taken anddeveloped in all different ways, and together with spontaneity
and enjoyment, the child gains an understanding of the move-
ment qualities.

Doing, Feeling, Thinking

It is important that we, as teachers, experience move-
ment ourselves, as well as observe and feel movement.
Through this experience and observation we can help each
child to do, feel, and think and so develop and realize his ownpotential.

On starting school, a five-year-old child begins hisformal education. He is brought into a society where orderand freedom must exist side by side. He is asked to cooperate
with others and yet develop his individual talents. His physical
education is based on an innate need to find out why and how
and a natural desire to do.

As a child gets older he has an increasing awareness of
his abilities and his good judgment in relating these to particu-lar tasks. He merits a physical education program which will
challenge both his mental and physical powers.

Opportunity must therefore be given to each child to ex-
plore, experiment, discover, repeat, selec,, invent, create,and perfect.

It is essential then, that activities and situations be in-troduced so that each child can gain experience in adventure
and exploration, the meaning of control, increasing his move-
ment vocabulary, and the development of body skills.
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Working at his own pace and level, each child will dis-
cover, through his own efforts, success, poise, and self-
confidence, followed by a basic movement vocabulary built up
through responses to a wide variety of challenges, the ability
to move well in various situations, and an awareness of space
and how best to use itpersonally, and in conjunction with
othe rs.

The development and mastery of general skill in body
management and the special skills related to sports and games
is fostered and challenged by the right kind of apparatus.
Apparatus should stimulate adventure and/or skill and provide
a learning environment. Gymnastics involves the use of appa-
ratus, therefore the movement is objective and functional. It
satisfieS1 the child's desire to come to terms with his environ-
ment and provides heights, flights, and perilous moments.
Game skills involve the acquisition and development of skills
in relation to small individual pieces of apparatus such as bats,
balls, and ropes. Creative or expressive movement involves
movement which is meaningful, creative, and not restricted
only to action. It is exciting and adventurous in a way not pro-
vided by gymnastics. It expresses and communicates ideas,
needs, desires, and frustrations.

Swimming gives the opportunity for a child to move in an
environment which produces different relationships between
movement qualities. Physical education is concerned not only
with physical well-being but also with the education of the
whole child. Both objective and expressive aspects of move-
ment form an integral part of learning and make a vital contri-
bution to the flow of ideas in many areas of the curriculum.
The film, Free to Move, illustrates the ingredients of a varied
and widely based program in nursery and primary schools and
the way in which skilled teachers understand and extend the
resources of their children through movement. 1 The early
part of the film shows young children in a variety of activities,
motivated by apparatus, natural obstacles, the desire to ex-
plore game-like situations, movement in water, or expression
through dance or dramatic play.

Examples of the results of good teaching in swimming and
games with older children lead into the second part of the film.
This is directed to lessons with infant and junior children, with
emphasis on gymnastics and dance. The teachers show the way
in which they are able to achieve a high level of skill and involve-
ment through observation and sensitive guidance. Each of these
teachers shows how discoveries made by children in their phys-
ical education lessons have sparked off further exploration in
the classroom and vice versa. There art also illustrations of

'Schools Council, Free to Move, Southern Film Production,
Brockenhurst Film Studio (Brockenhurst, Hants So 4, 7rd
England).
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work in arts and crafts, mathematics, music, and language
which have been stimulated in this way.

The film aims to broaden our understanding of the ways
in which children move and the relevance of this understand-
ing to the child's total education. It aims to show how the
teacher's effectiveness in classrooms, 'hall, playing field, and
swimming pool depends on (1) the observation of how children
individually and collectively tackle tasks and follow up their
interests, (2) the sensitive guidance and suggestions for fuller
exploration or improvement of results already achieved. The
film gives the opportunity to observe children moving and play-
ing freely in the primary school and a chance to observe the
teachers working with children.

Personal experience gives each child the opportunity to
understand the feel and flow relationship of lines or curves
to sense differences between large and small, light and heavy,
static and dynamic, harmony and discord in the body. And so
we find that understanding comes through personal experience
doing, feeling, and thinkingand not through being told.
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Improving the Nutrition
of Children

in Rural Areas
BERTLYN BOSLEY

Pan American Health Organization
Washington, D. C.

Probably the two most significant tools in solving the
nutrition problems of the world today are (1) education about
the contribution of nutrition to the health and welfare of the
people, and (2) the production znd distribution of a sufficient
quantity of food which will meet the nutritional needs of the
people. Either one without the other will fail to achieve the
objective of a better life for the people and the development
of the physical and mental potential of each individual.

Although we speak particularly of educating children,
reference to the education of parents, community leaders,
professional personnel, and national officials and administra-
tors must be included. Those who inhabit the world of chil-
dren affect their future.

Poor Nutrition

Malnutrition is a symptom of social and economic ill
health of a people. It has roots in ignorance, poverty, cul-
tural mores, poor medical care, a.id inadequate or nonexistent
national policies in nutrition and food. Lack of knowledge of
the basic principles of nutrition and their application is found
among the poor, the wealthy, the illiterate, and the literate,
but the signs of malnutrition are seen most frequently and
severely among the economically deprived and illiterate. The
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idea that it is expensive to follow a nutritionally adequate dietis incorrect. It is true, however, that the lower the incomeand the larger the family, the more difficult it becomes toselect and secure an adequate diet. If, in addition, there isneither a national nutrition and food policy to regulate food sup-plies and distribution, nor a system which can be called intoaction to provide supplemental food for those unable to obtaineven a minimal diet, signs of malnutrition begin to appear.These signs appear first among the very younginfants andpreschool childrenthen the school-aged children, and finally,the adults.
The signs of malnutrition in the very young are mosteasily observed because the infant and young child are lessable to adapt to prolonged deprivation. In extreme cases,where neither the amount nor the quality of the food are suffi-cient to meet the biological needs, kwashiorkor or marasmusresult. Among older children, poor growth, apathy, andlowered resistance to infection and disease occur; in adults,reduced work productivity and also lower resistance to infec-tious disease occur.
In other words, the nutrition status of an individualmakes a decided difference in the ley, 1 of health he can expectto attain and maintain. This, in.turn, determines the extentto which he can contribute to society or the extent to whichsociety must oversee his welfare.
Wider medical coverage and the provision of better gen-eral health care are likewise important, since much of themalnutrition, particularly protein-caloric malnutrition amonginfants and preschool children, is precipitated by bacterial andviral infections. Poor environmental sanitation and poor foodhandling practices likewise contribute to the lowered physio-logical resistance of all age groups. When the people arepoorly nourished as well, the results are seen in apatheticschool children, ill health, and lowered work production amongadults. Education's role in nutrition improvement is to helppeople in all sectors of society understand that a low level ofnutritional health in a population is damaging, not only to thehealth of individuals, but also to the economic and social devel-opment of the country.

Food Production and Population Growth

Before we speak specifically of the school's participationin improving the nutritional health of children, let us look atthe food situation in relation to the population. The Food andAgriculture Organization has, for the past several years, beenpreparing an Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Develop-ment which predicts the amount of food which must be producedto feed the increasing population of the world.
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Although there have been gradual increases in food pro-duction in many countries, these have not been able to keeppace with population growth.
Between 1938 and 1950 the world's population increasedabout 1.0 percent. During the period from 1950 to 1960 theincrease was 1.9 percent. Over 70 percent of the world'spopulation reside in the less developed countries of the world.Although world food production also increased during thisperiod, the increase occurred in the more developed parts ofthe world,' largely because of scientific and technological ad-vances. Some increases occurred in the developing countries,but the amount of food per capita decrease.), as a result of thehigher rate of population growth. Thus, while the quality ofthe diet is improving in those countries with small populationincreases and higher food production yields, countries withrapidly growing populations-are barely able to maintain anadequate quantity of food. Most of the calories consumed indeveloping countries are derived from cereals which lack suf-ficient amounts of good quality proteins, minerals, or vitamins.It should al.,o be remembered that the per capita food produc-tion figures dc not reflect per capita food consumption or alevel of distribution which will meet the nutritional require-ments of all the people.

No one can or should ignore the implications of such asituation, least of all the world's educational leaders. Theneed for increasing the emphasis on practical education innutrition becomes a matter of urgency. I should like to stressthe word practical, for too often one encounters token effortsin nutrition education, such as memorization of lists of severedeficiency diseases and the nutrients which will prevent them,or learning the foods in a food guide, or playing fanciful gamesabout foods. Almost no attention is focused on daily dietarypractices, the ability to secure the needed foods, and theircontribution to health.
Nutrition education has been a matter of concern to sev-eral of the United Nations agencies for many years, and vari-ous efforts were initiated to relieve the malnutrition situation,pai-ticularly for children and i.,r ?regnant ard lactating womenin rural areas. In 'he 1940s, UNICEF began a program of non-fat dried milk dist :ibution to countries throughout the worldespecially to reach this vulnerable group. Much of the milkwas distributed through schools, for as organized units widelydispersed throughout the countries, it was possible to reachmore individuals this way than through the less numerous andless well-staffed health centers.
The milk distribution program was continued until quiterecently. Insufficient supplies of milk from the donor coun-tries and the expansion of food supplementation activities byother agencies and organizations caused UNICEF to phase outits food assistance program. Prior to this time, however,
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UNICEF realized that the milk and food supplementation pro-gram was not reaching a large enough segment of the vulner-able groups, and as the number of individuals falling into theneed category increased annually, it was impossible to meetthe demands. Moreover, it became evident that the answerwas not merely the provision of food; an educational programwas needed to teach people the importance of eating certaintypes of food. Without such a program the problems of mal-nutrition would not only continue, they would increase.

Coordinated Applied Nutrition Programs
Out of this realization a plan was developed that resultedin projects identified as the Coordinated Applied Nutrition Pro-grams. These were supported with technical assistance fromthe Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the WorldHealth Organization (WHO) and with financial assistance fromUNICEF. The objective of these programs was to demonstratethat,, through the coordinated educational efforts of the officialagencies or Ministries of Health, Agriculture, and Education(and in some countries, community development), people inrural areas could be taught to produce, select, and consumethose foods essential to good growth and development in chil-dren and the maintenance of health in adults.

In this hemisphere, pilot projects at the communitylevel were initiated in 2 countries in 1959. Later, 16 othercountries joined in the programs. Agreements were signedby the Ministries of Health, Education, and Agriculture ofeach country and the three international agencies. The minis-tries selected the area of their country for the pilot demonstra-tions, and identified members of their departments who wouldassume responsibility for respective parts of the program andserve as counterparts for the technological personnel providedby the international agencies. In most countries national nutri-tion committees were formed to serve as advisors to theprojects. In this hemisphere, one member of the committeewas usually designated as coordinator for all activities.The primary purpose was not to establish new or iso-lated programs, but to show that the goal of improved nutri-tion could best be achieved by directing existing manpowerand material resources toward a common objective. It wasexpected that each ministry, in defining and carrying out itsspecific contribution to the coordinated programs, wouldeventually incorporate similar activities into its establishedprograms in all communities. Thus, the Coordinated AppliedNutrition Program would be extended throughout the country.In all programs the major emphasis was directed towardthe schools, since a major thrust was to educate the childrenin the primary schools, and through the influence of schools,reach the adults in the communities. It should be noted that
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in some countries in this hemisphere, particularly in rural
areas, general education for all children beyond the fourth or
sixth grade is uncommon. Consequently, unless nutrition
education is conducted in the elementary schools, it may not
reach the majority of the children. Moreover, since good
nutritional practices require the establishment of good food
habits early in life, the younger the child at the time of his
introduction to the foods needed, the greater the possibility
that he will retain his preference for these foods throughout
life.

The pilot projects began with a short period of training
for teachers, agricultural extension workers, and health
workers. The training consisted of intensive courses in the
basic principles of nutrition, fundamentals of health, and
methods of food production and food preparation. Seeds and
garden tools were provided by UNICEF for the school gardens
which were expected to produce the types of foods the corn-
munity needed to include in its diet. The children cared for
the garden (and in some instances, animals) thus learning
something about food production. The produce from the garden,
when available, was prepared and served to the children in
school lunches. Meanwhile, nutrition was to be taught in theclassroom.

Agricultural extension agents gave guidance to the
schools and encouraged families in the communities to plant
the same types of vegetables in their gardens. Nurses and
other health personnel conducted education programs in
clinics for mothers and other interested people on the impor-
tance of nutrition as a means of improving the health of theirfamilies. Special emphasis was given to the feeding of infantsand preschool children. Over 80 countries throughout the
world, 18 of them in this hemisphere, had such projects.
Some of them were successful, others were discontinued for avariety of reasons. In the countries where the projects were
successful, they were extended into other areas. UNICEF
supported the projects for a number of years, but it is now
relinquishing support to the governments. The technical
agencies, FAO and WHO, however, continue to give guidance
as requested by the ministries in several countries.

In this hemisphere, at the request of the governments,
the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) assigns public
health nutritionists to country projects to assist national coun-
terparts in the further development of community-oriented
nutrition programs and related activities. The services of
the PAHO advisers, however, are not limited to rural areas
or to schools. These nutritionists give assistance to various
projects and programs sponsored by governments. For ex-
ample, Nutrition Rehabilitation Centers for children between
the ages of 18 months and 5 years have been developed, usually
in conjunction with health centers. These centers are, to some
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extent, day-care projects for malnourished children who arereferred by physicians. Children are brought to the centerssix days a week where they are given breakfast, mid-morning
snack, mid-day meal, and usually another snack before theyare taken home in the late afternoon. The unique feature ofthese centers is the educational programs in which the mothermust participate if a child is accepted in the center. Themother must periodically spend the day in the center helpingto prepare the food for the children and caring for them. Oncea week all mothers attent: a class on nutrition which coerssuch topics as, the kinds of foods children need for growth andhealth, what foods available in the community should be fed tothe child and the family, and how often and how these foodsshould be prepared.

Moreover, since sound nutrition education programs aredependent upon better professional preparation for teachers,nurses, physicians. and other health personnel, courses onthis subject are being introduced into various colleges, univer-sities, and training centers. Presently, there are four-yearuniversity degree programs preparing nutritionist-dietitians in19 Latin American schools for positions which will permitthem to assist school and health personnel with their programs.The Coordinated Applied Nutrition project, while a com-mendable concept, was far more complicated to implementthan its originators had realized. Few countries were experi-enced in interministerial program planning and integrated pro-gram activities. Local resources were often extremely limited,and training was rarely sufficient for the responsibilitiesteachers were expected to assume. Moreover, there was muchmobility among the teachers so that programs started by inter-ested teachers one year were not always continued a secondyear. In this hemisphere, however, despite the numerous dif-ficulties encountered, these programs, more than any othernutrition activity, achieved the distinction of making govern-mental authorities aware of the importance of nutrition as anessential factor for health and for social and economic develop-ment.
The coordinated efforts of health, education, and agricul-tural personnel are needed more urgently now than ever before.The teachers are in the unique position of being able to touchmore lives than almost any other person in a rural or urbancommunity. They are sometimes referred to as "changeagents"in nutrition. They can change the nutritional attitudesof a community for today and tomorrow by means of their

classroom instruction and by demonstrating, through their owndietary practices, their regard for the importance of nutrition.The example of the teacher and his attitude toward nutritionshould never be underestimated.
Educational systems throughout the world vary consid-erably. In this hemisphere it is possible to identify the stronginfluence of several European systems. These have been
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modified somewhat by the lack of certain physical facilities,
such as classrooms large enough for the students, labora-
tories, and modern textbooks in the national language. How-
ever, many of the techniques of instruction are European. In
Latin America there is evidence of a composite system evolv-
ing, which uses both European and North American teaching
techniques at all levels of education.

Application of Principles of Education
to Nutrition Teaching

Nutrition education differs somewhat from many subjects
in that its objective is establishing food habits necessary for
good growth and development, both physically and mentally.
The techniques or methods required for creating in children
a desire to eat the right foods rely on familiarity with food
rather than an acquisition of facts about food, interesting as
these may be. Children possess certain food habits, usually
reflecting family dietary practices, when they enter the first
grade. Many times these food habits need to be improved or
strengthened. There is, of course, no one scheme or plan for
teaching nutrition. As everyone is aware, the basic principles
of nutrition, which all individuals should apply in their diets,
are the same for all segments of society. However, the tech-
niques or methods through which individuals are motivated to
learn about nutrition vary widely. Those which are the most
effective take into consideration certain important factors such
as (1) the age of the individual, (2) his primary interests,
background, and experience, (3) his cultural and/or religious
food practices, (4) his educational level, (5) the geographical
area in which he lives and the availability of food, (6) and the
economy of the community and family.

In observing and analyzing nutrition instruction in the
classrooms of many countries, including the United States,
there are certain characteristics which seem common to all.
First, teacher preparation in the subject matter and the methods
appropriate for instructing children of different ages is limited.
Few teachers appear to possess enough confidence in the subject
to effectively translate it into learning experiences suitable for
the group being taught. Too often, the teacher only transfers
the information instead of offering a well-designed plan of ac-
tivities to provide an opportunity for the students to learn.

What should teachers know and what should students
learn? Before a teacher can properly instruct his students he
should possess at least elementary knowledge of the'science of
nutrition. He should know the kinds of foods available in the
community, their nutrition value, cost, and the extent of their
usagei. e. which foods are generally eaten in sufficient quan-
tity by all of the people and which are usually consumed by a
relatively small percentage of the population? He should know
why :ertain foods are more acceptable, and consumed in larger
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amounts than others. Is it because of their cost, or community
or family custom? Are the customs the result of the ease of
food availability, religious practice, or have they a status sym-
bol? He should know which foods in the customary diet should
be retained and what foods need to be carefully promoted to
improve the diets.

You may well say, "Few teachers have time to investi-
gate so thoroughly the nutrition situation in a community.
This is correct, but there are nutrition specialists in almost
every country who do possess this information. Teachers
need only know the nutrition resources of the country to find
the information desired.

With his basic information about nutrition and factual
knowledge of the community, the teacher is better able to plan
interesting and practical experiences with foods which will per-
mit the children to learn something new and different each year.
Always, these experiences should be appropriate for the age,
interests, and background of the children and should reinforce
knowledge already acquired as well as introduce new concepts.

There are three broad objectives which should be
achieved in a well-planned nutrition education program for
children:

1. Children should learn to eat and like the foods they
need which either are, or can be available in the
community.

2. Children should learn that the kinds of food they eat
make a difference in their health and growth.

3. Finally, children should learn why foods make a
difference in their ability to grow well and what
qualities some foods possess that make a better
contribution than others.

The first objective, learning to like the goods needed for
health, should be achieved as early as possible in a child's life.
Often, the first two to three years of school offer the child his
first planned experiences with food flavors and textures. At
this time he can be introduced to many fruits and vegetables.
The appropriate technique for teaching the children proper food
habits is to let them taste the foods that should be a regular
part of their diets.

In the next two or three years of schooling, the children
should learn that the foods previously introduced and accepted
are not only good to eat but are also important for health and
growth. This can be accomplished by making the children
aware of their own rates of growthgenerally a subject of great
interest to children. The feeding and care of small animals or
young plants is a most effective way of letting the children learn
that every living thing needs food. Some teachers like to have,
for comparison, experiments which show the difference between
good feeding practices and poor feeding practices. Should the
children's schooling not exceed four or five years they will,
using this general plan, have established some desirable food
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habits and have learn( I through experience that a proper diet
is important to good health and good growth.

If schooling is continued beyond this time, the next ob-
jective will be directed toward helping the children learn which
elements in the foods are responsible for promoting and main-
taining good health. By the time most children are 11 or 12
years old, they are interested in experimenting with all kinds
of things. Nutrition offers an eAcellent opportunity to capitalize
on this interest. Nutrition terms, such as fat, carbohydrates,
minerals, anu vitamins, become much more meaningful if the
children carry out some simple classroom experiments. These
require a minimum of equipment, but they permit the children
to literally "take foods apart" to see what they contain. Animal
feeding experiments which permit the students to test the foods
further serve to strengthen their understanding of.the sub-
stances foods contain, and to ascertain which substances are
responsible for the differences in growth and health.

Thiis, a specifically planned program of experiences for
eacn grade level and the usage 1- appropriate tools such as the
foods found in the community, provide ichrning opportunities
not found in printed words or colored pictures. Perhaps one of
the most difficult aspects of teaching nutrition to children is that
that, by usi i, a practic approach, taking into account the
taste buds as well as their eyes, it seems so simple. It is.
It is usually easier to teach words than habits, but it is the
acceptance and consumption of fools, not the learning of words,
that nourishes the body as well as the mind.

Fundamentally, then, the school's function is to assist
or strengthen the development of good food habits. Habits,
h0-97E VCcrrteTheither created nor destroyed by a single ex-
posure to a food. Not only the children, but also the parents,
need to know about food so that they can support the school's
teaching by having the same or similar foods for the family.

In many aural as well as urban communities teachers
are offering various ed- ..tional programs for parents. These
support the school's efft et.: with the children, and extend its
influence to all members the f

Although a number of counl ries and agencies have a tend-
ency to emphasize nutrition ed rcation for girls and women, it
is equally important for boys and nen. In many societies, it is
the father who decides what will be planted, how much money
will be spent for food, and which foods he wants for his diet.
The mother may, or may not, be able to alter his decisions.

School Feeding Programs. No mention has been made
of school feeding programs and their rerationship to classroom
instruction. In a number of countries, school feeding pro-
grams are partially or wholly supported from external sources
and the food is not always familiar to the children or the com-
munity. Because the contributed foods supply only part of the
nutrients needed, fresh fruits ar.d vegetables should be con-
tributed by the community or purchased by the school.



Practical education in nutrition is needed to familiarize the
children and the community with the new foods and with the
necessity for additional food items to make the diet adequate.
Since a school feeding program should serve as an example
of a nutritionally adequate meal, teachers will need to plan
with parents and authorities to coordinate classroom teaching
with the school feeding program. In many countries in the
Americas, families contribute vegetables from their own
gardens for the "pot of soup, " or fruits for a mid-morning
snack.

Summary

Only the surface of the subject of nutrition education has
been scratched in this discussion. Hopefully, it has provided
a basis for better understanuing the urgency of creating an
awareness of the reasons for wise food selection, and specifi-
cally, the importance of helping children establish good f)od
habits early in life. Since the development of desirable food
habits is a slow process, sufficient time and experience must
be allowed to achieve the objectives. Programs must be care-
fully planned, not only for children but also for parents, in
both rural and in urban areas. This education, which affects
such a personal and essential part of daily life, plays an im-
portant role in the duality of life for the children of today as
well as those of tomorrow. Although emphasis has been
placed on education in the rural school, it is also an important
factor in urban areas, especially where there has been much
migration from rural areas to crowded living conditions and
an unfamiliar way of life. The change from an agricultural
economy to a money economy generally limits the family's
food supply early in the period of adjustment. It is therefore
doubly important that rural fan 'lies have some practical
know'edge about food values.

S..Emphasis has been placed on adapting the instructional
program to the existing and potential food resources of the
community, recognizing the cultural food patterns, and im-
proving those patterns to the extent necessary through appro-
priately planned learning experiences for both children and
adult. Although the educational systems may vary from one
country to another, the maxim that people "learn best by doing"
still appliesespecially in nutrition education, where familiar-
ity with food is required for the ;creation and establishment of
practical and wise food selection and consumption practices.

A hungry child does not perform well in school. A
hungry man or woman is not an efficient worker. The quality
as well as the quantity of food is essential to health, the qual-
ity of life, and the social and economic welfare of a nation.
The teachers have a major part to play in improving the qualitl
of life.



Outdoor Education in the 1970s
JULIAN W. SMITH

A A HPER Outdoor Education Project
and Professor, College of Education

Michigan State University

There will be more outdoor education than ever before
in the 1970s. Outdoor education, as conceived in this presen-
tation, has two major aspects: (1) education in the outdoors,
which encompasses those learnings that occur most effectively
in outdoor settings, and (2) education for the outdoors which
includes the teaching of skills, attitudes, and appreciations
necessary for satisfying outdoor interests and pursuits.

Education in the Outdoors. The outdoors serves as a
laboratory for learning and is an e; tension of the classroom.
Learning is vitalized and motivated through the real and direct
experiences that occur in outdoor lelraing environments.
Classroom activities are supplemented through outdoor learn-
ing experiences and some objectives of education, impossible
to achieve completely in the classroom, are realized through
"teachable moments" in nature's well-equipped laboratory.
Freed from the limitations and abstractions of the classroom,
children and teachers engage in creative and exploratory ex-
periences that lie beyond the four walls.

Education for the Outdoors. Education for the outdoors
offers new opportunities for acquiring skills andinterests
which lead to lifelong satisfactions and contribute immeasur-
ably to the worthy and wholesome use of time. This aspect of
outdoor education special implications for health, physicai
education, and recreation, for the teaching of skills and



appreciations that have lifelong values is one of the majorconcerns of these fields.
This broad concept of outdoor education has beendescribed as:

... a means of curriculum enrichment through
experience in and for the outdoors. It is not a separatediscipline with prescribed objectives science andmathematics; it is simply a learning climate which
offers opportunities for direct laboratory experiences
in identifying and resolving real-life problems, foracquiring skills with which to enjoy a lifetime of crea-tive living, for attaining concepts ald insights about
human and natural resou-ces, and for getting us backin touch with 'hose aspects of living where our roots
were once firmly established. 1
One of outdoor education's major contributions is thedevelopment of an awareness of the natural environment andman's relationship to and responsibility for it. Outdoor educa-tion has become a timely emphasis in which learning in andfor the outdoors is an integral part of education. Outdooreducation is interdisciplinary in nature anil relevant to manyof the learning activities in a broad educational program.

Factors in Outdoor Education Growth

A brief look at some of the forces that have given impetusto the increasing influence of outdoor education will help usview the developments that are occurring in this decade. Out-door education, as it is broadly conceived today, has beenshaped by educational needs, rediscovery of the natural envi-ronment, a' d the need for environmental improvement.
Educational Needs. There is a continuing search forlearning experiences that are relevant to the needs and inter-ests of the learner and consistent with the nature of learning.Outdoor education, often unidentified as such in earlier years,was one of many innovations which provided relief from a"sterile" curriculum. In the United States, for example, out-door education is one application of the ideas of educational

philosophers and curriculum specialists such as Dewey,
Kilpatrick, Kelley, and others. L. B. Sharp of Life Camps,Inc., can be credited in expressing what has become acceptedas a basic premise of outdoor education as it emerged in thelate 1930s:

That whic1 can best be learned inside the classroom
should be learned there.

1 Julian W. Smith, et al., Outdoor Education (Englewood Cliffs,N. J.: Prentice-Hall, l9-6-1), p. 19.



That which can best be learned in the out-of-doors
through direct experience, dealing with native
materials and life situations, should there be
learned.

In the period extending from the late 1930s to midcentury,
resident outdoor education programs grew and"school camping"
became an acceptable way of extending the classroom. Con-
currently, there were developments in sev,:tral countries in .

out -of- classroom education identified by various terms, such
as ventures in the cOuntrysid.. Some of these programs were
resident on a day basis.

Rediscovery of the Natural Environment.The great
surge of interest in outdooi pursuits as a way to escape the
tensions and boredom of citios and for the wise use of leisure
has broadened the concept of outdoor education to include an
emphasis on the acquisition of skills and attitudes necessary
for quality outdoor recreation. Thus, education for the out-
doors became another mission of outdoor educationto educate
a generation of people who have lost contact with and an under-
standing of the natural environment.

Need for Environmental Improv,:ment.The impending
environmental crisis and the awakenirFaThe public to the
need for care and protection of the outdoors is giving a great
impetus to outdoor education as a way of learning in the 1970s.
The earlier developments in education that led to the use of the
outdoors as a laboratory for learning, and the urgent need to
teach people how to enjoy and appreciate the out000rs and to
participate in all forms of outdoor sports and COT 1ponent skills,
laid a foundation, for the current concern about man and his
outdoor environment. Outdoor education has become an effec-
tive way of teaching in the affective and psychomotor domains,
and the cognitive domain can reinforce and add depth of meaning
to outdoor experiences: No other approach to education holds
more promise for changing human behat,io. for the improve-
ment of the quality of the environment than outdoor education.

Outdoor Education Programs in the 1970s

Outcl-or education in this decade is showing growth in
several of the established types of programs, such as the resi-
dent outdoor program and use of the outdoors as a learning
laboratory. There are, in addition, several significant new
developments, some of which are in the secondary schools and
colleges. Some of the trends and programs in progress include
enrichment courses, outdoor laboratories, resident outdoor
schools, teaching of skills with carry over appeal, work-learn
programs, adult education programs, and professional training
nrograms.

2L. B. Sharp, "Introduction" to Outdoor Education for Ameri-
can Youth (Washington, D. C.: A AHPER, 1957).



Enrichment Courses. Outdoor-related classroom learn-ing and units of study are being included in the regular schoolcurriculum with appropriate outdoor resources and materialsto enrich and enhance the learning environment. Field investi-gations and trips to outdoor areas of specia" aterest are be-coming established instructional activities i . many schools.Outdoor Laboratories. Educators are making use of theschool site and nearby school and community properties, suchas farms, gardens, parks, recreation areas, forests, lakes,streams, and other natural areas as laboratories. Field ex-periences in such settings are appropriate in many subjectmatter areas and activities, such as science, social studies,communication' arts, mathematics, music, art, and others.Nature centers, environmental studies areas, and science fieldstudy centers are examples of the many kinds of outdoor labora-tories that are developing.
Resident Outdoor Schools. Resident outdoor schools arebeing developed where students and teachers use camp settingsfor learning opportunities that are best achieved in a campcommunity and outdoor laboratory setting. This is one of themost sensational and effective forms of outdoor education. Itoffers unlimited opportunities for learning centered aroundsocial living, healthful living, work experiences, outdoorskills and interests, and the application of many of the school'seducational objectives and purposes. On school time and as aregular part of the curriculum, the outdoor school serves tomotivate and vitalize learning and contributes greatly to thedevelopment of good human relationships, better understandingbetween students and teachers, and opportunities for democraticliving.
Teaching of Skills with Carry Over Appeal. The teachingof outdoor-related skills for outdoor interests and pursuits is atimely aspect of outdoor education. These skills and sportsinclude casting and angling, shooting and gun safety, boating,other water activities, water safety, archery, and wintersports. Other special outdoor interests and hobbies are oftenassociated with school subjects, clubs, intramural activities,and school recreation. In many instances, outdoor-relatedactivities are conducted through the cooperation of communityagencies, park and recreation departments, nature centers,and other local and state organizations.
Work-Learn Programs. Work-learn experiences in out-door areas for secondary school youth, such as land improve-ment, forest and game management, facilities construction,conservation projects to improve the natural environment, andlearning outdoor skills and interests are challenging and effec-tive forms of outdoor education. Somewhat reminiscent of theCivilian Conservation Corps in the United States during the1930s, a number of school-sponsored outdoor programs areproving effective, particularly for potential dropouts who do not



thrive on the academic diet of the traditional secondary school.
Such programs combine purposeful work experiences with prac-
tical app'ications of knowledge and skills in the subject matter
areas and activities of secondary schools. An added dimension
is adventure through exciting and vigorous outdoor activities.
Particularly in secondary school programs, challenging and
exciting outdoor pursuits, such as canoe trips, outpost camping,
and skiing, add much to the outdoor experiences.

Adult Education Programs. The increasedinterest of
.he public in all forms of outdoor sports and activities has
prompted adult and continuing education courses and community
recreation agencies to offer opportunities in outdoor education.
Family camping clubs, for example, provide ways for those
interested in camping and travel camping to acquire carriping
'skills, information on camp sites, historical and scenic attrac-
tions, and practical information about trip planning, food
preparation, and the design of camping equipment. Displays
of equipment, family camping shows, trading posts, and courses
in family camping are increasingly popular features in ad.,:lt
outdoor education. Other examples include adult education
courses in fly tying, lapidary activities, casting clubs, shoot-
ing instruction, archery, boating, and many others.

Professional Training Programs. There is an increas-
ing number of outdoor education in- service progA arras for
teachers and activity leaders conducted by local schools, col-
leges and universities, and professional education agencies.
Most of these are conducted in outdoor settings where partici-
pants may have good experiences in the outdoors which will help
develop self-confidence in outdoor teaching.

Outdoor education, as it is developing, generally, around
the world and specifically in the United States, is in keeping
with the basic principles of learning and the best curricului'practices. The reaches of outdoor education are inherent in
the objlctives of education and are implemented through direct
and concrete learning experiences within the cognitive, affac-
tive, and motor performance domains of education. Outdoor
education appears to be making its unique contribution, how-
ever, in the affective domain. This is particularly significant
in assessing the contribution of outdoor education to environ-
mental quality. Some of the outcomes of outdoor education, asobserved by many experienced teachers and administrators,are:

1. better self concept (self-realization)
2.. awareness of and respect for the natural environment
3. adventure in learning
4. better human relationships and more effective com-

munications
5. behavioral changes (social, teacher-student and

student- student, care and protection and improve-
ment of the physical environment)



6. lifelong interests and skills for the constructive useof time
7. creativity
8. development of the inner man (spiritual).

Teacher and Leadership Preparation

Concurrent with the growth and .frends in program devel-opment in outdoor education has been the impact on teacher andleadership preparation. There have been significant changesin the pret.1:ration of teachers and leaders for outdoor educationin sevex al directions:
1. Interdisciplinary approaches and interdepartmentalcooperation have been increasing it professional

preparation at both the graduate and undergraduatelevels. Those interested in outdoor education areexpos4d to a wide variety of experience.; in appropri-
ate subject matter fields and activities.

2. Basic courses have been modified and adapted to in-clude information and experiences relating to outdooreducation.
3. More field investigation activities have been includedin appropriate areas of learning, such as science,

social studies, art, and others.
4. Student teaching and internships are being includedin schools and communities with on-going outdoor

education programs.
5. In graduate programs, outdoor education is now an

area of emphasis for administrators, supervisors,and coordinators of outdoor education. Examplesinclude such major fields as health, physical educa-
tion, recreation, curriculum, administration, elemen-
tary education, continuing education, and guidanceand counseling.

There are many ways that- strong outdoor education lead-
ershipcan be provided in the nations of the world. Professionaleducation associations, governments, universities, industry,and other groups representing education, natural resources,and facilities can, by working together, provide leadership andthe necessary resources for outdoor education.

An example of national leadership in the United States isthe Outdoor Education Project of the American Association for ,Health, Physical Educe.' ,n, and Recreation. The project is abusiness-industry-educ ation venture which, since 1955, hasbeen a spearhead effort in leadership preparation, programdevelopment, and preparation and distribution of instructionalmaterials. As a result, thousands of school and college ad
ministrators, teachers, and physical education, recreation,
camping, and conservation leaders have been involved in work-shops. Hundreds of new kinds of programs are now under way.



THE ROLES OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, 'iND RECREATION

Health, physical education, and recreation have signifi-
cant roles in outdoor education and much of the leadership to
date 1.as come from these fields. Administrators and teachers
in health, physical education, and recreation have a dual role
whicl- includes a major responsibility for teaching outdoor
skills in the regular school program, and being a member of
th, "team" as a resource leader when the outdoors is used as a
laboratory. HPER leaders can and should lead outdoor educa-
tion because:

1. They teach children in informal and out-of-the-
classroom settings, and have opportunities to see
the "whole child."

2. They have had more trz fining and experience in
outdoor activities, such as outdoor recreation skills
and camping.

3. The nature of by alth, physical education, and rec-
reation encourages a greater familiarity with com-
munity facilities and leadership.

4. Much of the content and activities of these fields can
be taught effectively in outcloJr settings.

There can be no doubt that physical development, move-
ment, and active recreational pursuits are directly related to
the acquisition of skills, attitudes, facts and concepts that
result in desirable behavioral changes in man an his relation-
ship to the world about him. It is especially in the affective
and psychomotor domains that health, physical education, and
recreation have Strategic responsibilities for helping man to
keep in harmony with his physical environment, and for con-
tributing to the enrichment of life through participation in health-
ful and wholesome outdoor pursuits. The development a:.d
maintenance of an optimum level of physical fitness and health
enables the individual to cope more effectively with stress and
with the complexities of living. Physical exercise, such as
walking, ,.ycling, and other outdoor activities, makes the indi-
vidual less vulnerable to sedentary living, less dependent upon
air-polluting transportation, and more aware of the importance
of a good physical environment.

'Play and games give everyone an equal chance tor suc-
cessful participation, regardless of ethnic, social, and eco-
nomic background. They contribute much t) the development
of better human relationships ant. human ecology.

The enjoyment of outdoor skills which are dependent on
land resources, gives the individual a personal stake in the
physical environment. This motivates him to action to protect
and improve the outdoor heritage which makes his life rich and
pleasant.



Physical education makes a major contribution to thesocial and cultural goals of education through activities suchas dance, play, competitive gz mes, and skill development, allof which have a part in developing self-respect and respect forothers. Playgrounds, open spaces, and gymnasiums can beamong the most effective laboratories for both individual andgroup development.
Recreation, in its broadest aspects, has great potentialfor maintaining a balance in life. It has been said that thecreation and re-creation of man's values cccur mostly duringhis leisure time. It is ironic that the societies which haveafforded the greatest amout.t of leise.re time for the mast eshave largely failed to provide adequate educatior for the wiseuse of leisure. Schools and colleges have a colossal task inteaching people to use time constructively. The health, rrysi-cal education, and recreation fields have major responsibilitiesin these impor*ant aspects of education.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The contributions of outdoor education to the improve-ment of learning and to the growth and development o' theindividual are increasingly significant as the 1970s develop.They constitute one of the most important trends in education 'in the past several decades. The most far-reaching trends forthe future rest upon the visions and dedicated services of theworld leaders, such as those assemLled in this confe:rence.Outdoor education is becoming one of the greatest forces fordeveloping better human relationships and understandingsamong diverse peoples and cultures in our world. Love andappreciation of she physical universe, adventure and challengeof vigorous outdoor sports and interests, tranquility, peace,and spiritual growth constitute a common bond among us.Thus, the interchange of ideas in world conferences, the cross-ing of national boundaries to participate in camping and otheroutdoor activities, and summit meetings of those who seevisions of peace and harmony may well find beginnings in thisdecade! Our challenge is eloquently expressed by Aldo Leopoldwhen he said that our job is, ''not of building roads into lovelycountry, but of building receptivity into the still unlovelyhuman mind. "3

3
Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac (New York: OxfordUniversity Press, 1466), p. 220.



Research Needs
in Girls and Women's Sports

SAR >TAFF JERNIGAN

Stetson University
DeLand, Florida

welcome the opportunity to tell you about the apparentneed for research in girls and women's sports. In preparingthis report I consulted several nationally-known researchpeople and looked through many reference files, magazines,books, and other materials for significant timely research onthe woman athlete. I believe the most startling result of mysearch is the fact that there is very little recent research onthe female athlete-in-comparison to the amount of research onthe male athlete. Any research that has been done with menshould be repeated for women.
There are four main reasons why studies of the problemsof female athletes is needed and highly justified in today'ssport setting. First, their problems ci.'fer from those of maleathletes because of the special role the female organism playsin rwroduction; second, the number of participating femaleathletes is much greater now than in the past; third, modern

training is strenuous and there are opportunities for moreintensive and extensive competitions; and fourth, thd'psycho-logical and sociological factors involved are unique to thefemale athlete.
At present in the United States, there are several iso-lated studies in progress on the personalities of women ath-letes. Some of the questions that need to be answered are:
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1. What motivates a girl to start a sport?2. What motivates her to stay involved?
3. At what age does she start?
4. What role do others (family, friends, coach) play;

do they influence the girl in her selected sport?
5. What is the role of other influences, such as envi-

ronment, economic situation, culture, or society?The mass findings of these studies will be computerized todevise a series of models which will help us to recognize andnurture the potential talented female competitor.
We need to trace the athletic history of young girls fromthe age of five and up. We need to keep records over a setperiod of years to pinpoint the significant factor(s) that makeone child a better athlete than another.
Dr. Carol Mushier of the State University of New York,College of Cortland, commented on research and needs:
Questions related to the differences between the athlete
and nonathlete, athletes in different sports, and athletesat different levels of competition have been investigated,
but the general plea of research of this type is for longi-
tudinal studies in order to provide th answer to the fol-lowing question, "Does sports comrietition mold person-ality, or does the activity attract certain types of
personality? Are there such studies in process now? n1
Femininity is lackirig in a few competitive sportswomen,

and this often has resulted in the supposition that sports havea masculizing effect on the woman athlete. However, Dr.William W. Heusner, a physiologist at Michigan State Univer-sity, has pointed out that, "the majority of female athletesshow no signs of masculization after years of vigorous compe-tition."2 G. J. Erdelyi stated in the Journal of Sports Medi-cine and Physical Fitness that, "these women who do exhibitmale characteristics in build and character probably had suchandroid tendencies prior to competition and were successfulbecause of their genetic make-up. "3 Many your.g girls andwomen have a deep psychological fear that sports are a threatto their sex role and self-image. Therefore, they establishvery limited boundaries concerning their own participation in

'Carol Mushier. "Women in Sport: Needed Research andFuture Directions" (Speech given at the North American
Society for the Psychology of Sport and Physical Activity,
Chicago: April 1, 1971).

2William W. Heusner, "Basic Physiological Concepts as TheyRelate to Girls Sports," Proceedings of the Second NationalInstitute on Girls Sports (Washington, D.C.: AAHPER, 1966).3G. J. Erdelyi, "Gynecological Survey of Female Athletes,"Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness 2:174-79.



sports. We need longitudinal research in the area of geneticsand the woman athlete in order to obtain facts.
We need case studies of women athletes to help us seethe total picture.
We know that an idividual's cultural background consid-erably influences her interests and ambitions. The w1 -.aleOlympic approach, the cultural influences of races and zchnicorigins, need to be studied in relation to the woman athlete.
Recent studies have proven that certain structural differ-

ences between the black man and the white man gives the blackman an advantage in some athletic endeavorsbut what about acomparative structural study of the black woman and the whitewoman athlete?
How do we ace:ount for the success of our very youngfemale Olympic swimmers, skiers, skaters, gymnasts, andtrack competitors, ranging from 11 years of age and up?
We know that alt. athlete is a combination of physiological,

psychological, and sociological basic factors. Most researchon the male athlete is rased on physiological phenomena andphysiological boundarif s, although there have been some sig-
nificant studies on psychological and sociological aspects.

Today we are much more aware that sociological aspectsinfluence the success of an athlete, but these aspects seem toplay a much greater role in the total success of a girl athletethan a boy athlete. We much encourage further 'study on thewoman athlete in the sociological area.
There are many other possible topical areas that needstudy in girls and women's sports. The following suggeststonics that might be of interest to ICHPER members.
1. The forces which appear to motivate amateur and

professional women athletes
2. An examination of some of the conflicts in values

noted in sport situations and their influence on the
woman athlete and the nonathlete

3. W and sports in modern society: the socio-
nd psychological aspects

4. .-)rtunities for developing and enhancing
,ity through sports for girls and women5. of athletic performance during menstruation6. An examination of the Olympics in relation to the

woman athlete.
In conclusion, I would like to recommend that ICHPERprovide some means and ways to encourage world-wide re-search on the woman athlete and also to disseminate informa-

tion about what is being done and what needs to be done. I feelsure that there are many completed studies of vital interestthat have never been disseminated beyond the confines of local,regional, national, or continental boundaries only because thepossibility of international sharing and publication has not beenpresented,to the researchers involved.



57.

ICHPER Recommendations 1971

I. Be it resolved that this, the 14th Annual Congress of the
International Council for Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation, meeting in Kingston, Jamaica, July 30 to
August 3, 1971, pursuing the theme "New Directions for
the 70's" and recognizing the facts of deteriorating socie-
tal and cultural influences of positive worth, states firmly
that there is a persistent and a continuing need in all coun-
tries for the educating of children and youth for human
progress and personal productivity through the means of
health, physical education, and recreation.

These are continuing responsibilities for education:

1. Children and youth must be given knowledge through
planned instruction on how to make and to maintain a
healthful biological and fully human condition.

2. Children and youth must be taught and become prac-
ticed in ways of worthy social and cultural recreation
practices in the use of leisure time.

3. Children and youth must be provided with facilities,
encouraged by schedules, and directed through en-
visioned leadership for the development of interest
and participat i in activities, games, sports, dance,
gymnastics, ai, athletics which will endow them with
bodily vigor and full human capacities.

T.I. Be Vkresolved that all members of.the ICHPER shall work
in national efforts to gain the support of national medical
associations for the endorsement of sound programs which
give emphasis to health, physical education, and recrea-
tion.

III. Be it resolved that all participants in the 14th Annual
Congress of the ICHPER shall return with renewed vigor
to their professional positions and through their personal
and professional effort and excellence they shall attempt
to improve all aspects of the programs of health, physical
education, and recreation for which they have any respon-
sibility.


